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1. INTRODUCTION
This report is the third Semi-Annual Status Report on the
research project "Models and Techniques for Evaluating the
Effectiveness of Aircraft Computing Systems" being conducted
for the NASA Langley Research Center under NASA Grant 1306.
The subject grant was initiated 1 May 1976 for a one year per-
iod and extended 1 May 1977 for a second one year period.
	 This
report concerns work accomplished during the first Pialf of the
second year, that is, the period from I May 1977 to 31 October t
1977, hereafter referred to as the reporting period.
The purpose of this research project is to develop models,
measures and techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of
aircraft computing systems. 	 By "effectiveness" in this context
we mean the extent to which the user, i'.e., a commercial air
carrier, may expect to benefit from the computational tasks
accomplished by a computing system in the environment of an
advanced commercial aircraft.	 Thus the concept of effectiveness
involves aspects of system performance, reliability and worth
(value, benefit) which must be appropriately integrated in the
process of evaluating system effectiveness.
	 More specifically,'
the primary objectives of this project are:
1) The development of system models that can provide
-1
a basis for theformulation and evaluation of
aircraft computer system effectiveness,
2), The formulation of quantitative measures of system
effectiveness',	 and
3) The development of analytic and simulation tech-
niques for evaluating the 'effectiveness of a
proposed or existing aircraft computer.
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Work accomplished during the first year
	
[11,	 [2] was con-
cerned primarily with objectives 1) and 2).
	 Midway through the
first year, a decision was made to decouple the performance and
reliability aspects of effectiveness from the worth aspecl-, and
to focus the effort on performance and reliability issues.
As argued when this research was originally proposed, and as
further substantiated by work accomplished to date, the issues
of performance and reliability must be dealt with simultaneously
in the process of evaluating system effectiveness. 	 The term
11pe,rformability" was introduced to refer to this unification of
performance and reliability, and performability was identified
with effectiveness in the above stated objectives.
During the current reporting period, work has been per-
formed in connection with objective 3) as well as objectives 
and 2).	 More specifically, this work has concerned:
1) Further formal development of the general modeling
framework that serves as the basis for performa7
bility evaluation, including more precise defini-
tions :,of "base model l"and "system performance"
which,permit a general definition of "performa-
bility" relative to any discrete-valued performance
variable,
2) Formal justification of the performability concept
and identification of conditions under which
performance and reliability can be treated
independently,
3) Further development of i the general concept of
"capability" and verification of the fact that
capability functions,	 in their ability to relatel
state behavior to system performance, are indeed
more general than "structure functions" or equiv-
alently, the representation of structure functions
by "fault-trees",
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4) Formulation of the capability function in terms
of a model hierarchy and its associated "inter-
level translations",
5)	 Further investigation of the "functional dependence"
inherent in a capability function, 	 including proofs
of fundamental properties,
6)	 The	 use of time "phasin cTC,	 and state "lumping"
to simplify the evaluation of performability,
in particular,	 the establishment of conditions
under which different phases 'can employ different
lumpings	 (refered to informally as "Michigan
lumping"),
7) More detailed development of analytical methods
for determining the trajectory set y. 	 (a) of an
accomplishment level a,	 including methods of
representing trajectory sets at various levels
of the model hierarchy and methods of computing
the trajectory set y i+ ,(a)	 at level i+l, given
the trajectory set y i (a)	 at level i,	 and
8) Application of the above theory and methodology
to specific examples,	 including a comprehensive
example illustrating the modeling and subsequent
performability evaluation of a com puter in the
environment of a portal-to-portal air transport
mission.
We believe that the following rep ort 2 attests to a substan-
tial amount of progress in each of the above areas. 	 Moreover,
we feel that the progress to date represents the greater part
of ti l e total effort proposed for the second year of the project
3.1.
Section 2 of the report describes the manpower effort pro-
p1osed for the currentyear, the personnelinvolved in conducting
the investigation, and their levels of effort during the report-
ing period.	 Section 3, the body of the report, describes the
technical status of the research p erformed during -the reporting
period.
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3. TECHNTCAL STATUS
The following is a comprehensive description of the research
performed during the reporting period. The report is divided
into five subsections under the headings:
3.1 System Models,
3.2 Performability Evaluation,
	
b
3.3 Capability and Functional Dependence,
3.4 Computation of Trajectory Set Probabilities, and
j	 3.5 Hierarchical Modeling of an Air Transport Mission.
Relative to the eight topics listed in the introduction,
Subsection 3.1 reports on further work concerning the formaliza-
tion of our general modeling framework (topic 1). Subsection 3.2
gives precise definitions of "performability" and "capability"
and, in terms of these definitions, describes results which
formally justify a unified performance-reliability approach to
system evaluation (topics 2 and 3). Subsection 3.3 reports on
our work concerning hierarchical formulation of the capability
function (topic 4) and on the general concept of functional de-
endence (topic 5. Subsection 3.4 reports on research concerningp	 ' p	 1	 p	 g
model simplification for the purpose of computing trajectory set
probabilities, in particular, the use of time "phasing" and state
"lumping" (topic 6). Finally, Section, 3.5 discusses the problem
of trajectory set determination, and develops 'a detailed example
of the modeling and evaluation of an air transport mission (topics
7 and 8)
The numbering of definitions,- theorems, and supporting results
begins anew in each of.-these major subsections. Reference numbers
4» in the margin carry the prefix of the major subsection, e.g., the
first item referenced in subsection 3.1 is numbered 3.1.1.
-6-
3.1.	 System Models
During the reporting period, we have developed a prob-
ability-theoretic basis for the modeling framework discussed
in the previous Semi-Annual Status Reports	 [1,2].	 This formal
representation permits us to rigorously restate various
intuitive concepts and assumptions associated with models of b
the total system.	 It also provides us with a more precise
foundation for the investigation of model simplification
techniques such as time "phasing" and state "lumping."
3.1.1.	 The Model Hierarchy
As noted in the, previous reports	 (see	 [2], Section 3.1.1,
pp.	 7-8), the total system, may be viewed at several levels.
a
At a lower level, , there is a detailed view of- how various com-
ponents of the computer's hardware and software structure
behave throughout the utilization period.	 At this level there
is also detailed view of the behavior of the computer's
"environment," where by this term we mean both man -made compon-
y,
ents
	
(user input, perin`-sral subsystems, etc.) and natural =•,:
components	 (radiation, weather, etc.) which can influence the-
i
computer's effectiveness. 	 A second view of the total system
is the user's view of how the system behavesduring utilization,
that is, what the system accomplishes for the user during the
utilization period.	 A third, even higher level view, is the
computing system's "worth"	 (as measured, say, in dollars) when
a
operated in its use environment.
To formalize these views, we postulate the existence of
a probability space	 (P, E ,P)	 that underlies the total system,
t
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where Q is the (sample) description space, E is a set of
(measurable) events and P: E-+ [0,11 is the probability measure
(see [4], for example). This probability space represents all
that needs to be known about tl,.e total system in • order to
describe the probabilistic nature of its behavior at the
various levels described above. It thus provides a hypo
-
thetical basis for defining higher level models. In general,
however, it will neither be possible nor desirable to completely
specify 0, E and P.
In the discussion that follows, let S denote the total
system, where S is comprised of a computing .system C and its
i
environment, E. At the most detailed level, the behavior of S
is formally viewed as a stochastic process
X	 {XItc T)S	 t
where
T	 a set of real numbers (observation times) called
the utilization period
and, for all t E T, X is a. -random variable
Xt	 } Q
defined on the underlying description space and taking values
in the state space Q of the total system. Depending on the
application the utilization period T may be discrete
(countabl e' or continuous and, in cases where one is interested
in long-run behavior, it may be unbounded (e.g. T	 R+ 	10,-)).
The state space Q; embodies the state sets of both the computer
and its environment, i.e.,	 ^'_
Q QC x QE
where Q C and QE can, in turn, be decomposed to represent the
local state sets of computer and environmental subsystems. For
our purposes, it suffices to assume that Q is countable (finite
or countably infinite) and, hence, for all t E T and q E Q,
"Xt = q11 has a probability (i.e., {wlXt(w) = q} E E,). The
random process XS is referred to as the base model of S. An
i
instance of the base model's behavior is a state trajectory
uw :T -"- Q	 (W E 0)
where
u  (t)	 X t (w) .	 (t c T)
Thus, corresponding to anunderlying outcome wEQ, uw describes
how the state of the total system changes as a function of
time throughout the utilization period T.	 Accordingly, the
'"description space" for the base model is the set
which is referred to as the (state) trajectory space of S.
'	 It is worth noting at this point that, for even moderately
complex systems, the base model may be so large that practical;
methods of formulation oreven simulation are precluded. 	 In
such cases, one must seek simplifications of the base model
which nevertheless remain detailed enough to support the user's
view of total system behavior. 	 Accordingly, the question of
base model simplification will be considered after the complete
modeling framework has been described:
In, terms of the underlying probability space (Q, EP) the
user's view of the system is 'formalized as follows._	 We assume
that the user is interested in distinguishing a number of
R.'4
A
S
a
r
-a
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different levels of accomplishment when judging how well the
system has performed throughout the utilization period. (One
such level may be total system failure.) The user's "description
space" is thus identified with an accomplishment set A whose
elements are referred to alternatively as accomplishment levels
f
or (user-visible) performance levels. A may be finite,
countably infinite, or uncountable (in the last case, A is
assumed to be a subset of real. numbers). Thus, for example,
the accomplishment set associated with a nondegradable system
is
A = { aQ,al}
where
a0	
"system success"	
a
a1 = " system failure."
In their modeling of the PRIME system, Borgerson and Freitas
d
li 	viewed the accomplishment set as the set,'
A = {ao7al,a21...}'
where a  = Il k crashes during the utilization period T." If
the user is primarily concerned with system "throughput" a
continuous accomplishment set might be appropriate, i.e.,
A=R+ where an element a e A is the "average throughput over
the utilization period T."
In terms of the accomplishment set, system performance is
formally viewed as a_random variable
YS : Q A
where YS (w) is the accomplishment level corresponding to
Model Description Space
Base model X S Trajectory space U
System performance YS Accomplishment set A
System worth WS The real numbers R
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outcome w in the underlying-description-space. Similarly,
assuming that the economic gain (or loss) derived from using
the system is represented by a real number r (interpreted, say,
as r dollars), system worth is a random variable defined as
WS:Q -►
 R (the set of all
real numbers)
where WS (w) is the worth associated with outcome w. The
terminology nd notation defined above	 summarized below.
a
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3.2 Performability Evaluation
As discussed in the first Semi-Annual Status Report ([11;
Section 3.3.4.2)	 and, subsequently,	 in the proposal for the
second year ([3]; p. 14), our research effort has focused on
the problem of formulating and evaluating the probabilities of
accomplishing various types and qualities of missions. 	 This
s
problem was referred to informally as "performability evaluation"
to distinguish it from the more general problem of "effectiveness
evaluation."
	
During the reporting period, we have established
a more precise meaning for the concept of performability so as
to further justify our claims that i) performability is a com-
ponent of effectiveness, and i:i) performability evaluation cannot
1
in general be accomplished via independent evaluations of per-
formance and reliability.
3.2.1.	 Performability
i
In terms of theeneral modeling framework discussed ing	 g a
Section	 3.1, a natural measure that quantifies both system per- 1
d
formance and reliability (ability to perform) 	 is the probability
function of the performance variable Y S .	 Accordingly, we have
identified the concept of performability with this measure, that is:
Definition 1:
	
If; S is a total system and A is the accomplish-
ment set associated with system performance YS, then the
performability of S is the probability function p S :A a [0,1] 1
where p S (a) = the probability that S performs at level a, that
l
is,
	 PS( a )	 = P ( {w J YS(w) = a)) .
r
i
I 4
The above definition presumes that the performance variable
Y S
 
is discrete	 (i.e.,	 the.re are countably many accomplishment
levels)	 although a similar approach, using probability density
functions, can be applied to continuous performance variables.
We will assume that Yis discrete throughout the following dis-S
cussion.
Given the performability of S and assuming the existence
of a worth measure	 (see	 [1], pp.	 36-37),	 system effectiveness
can be expressed as the sum
Eff(S)	 E	 w(a)ps (a)	 (3.2.1)
aE:A
where w is a worth measure
w: A	 M
such that,	 for all w e 0,
WS (W)	 w(Y SM).
(If a c A, w(a)	 is interpreted as the "worth of performance
level a.")	 Equation	 3.2.1 generalizes a relationship noted in
our original proposal and shows that performability is an impor-
tant component of effectiveness. -
To further justify this concept,	 we -note that traditional
evaluations of computer performance and.computer reliability
are concerned with special`,types of performability.	 Performance
evaluation is concerned with evaluating p S under the assumption
that the computer part of S is fixed	 (i.e. , its structure does
not change as the consequence of internal faults). 	 Reliability
evaluation is concerned with evaluating pS(B)	
^pS (a) where
aE: B
B is a designated subset of accomplishment levels associated
i-13-
with system "success." In these terms, aperformability
evaluation can alternatively be regarded as JAI reliability
evaluations, one for eachsingleton success set B = {a} and,
if A is finite, the evaluation may actually be carried out in
this manner.	 As this process is generally more complex than a
typical reliability evaluation procedure
	 (in particular,
	 it
involves distinguishing all the performance levels as well as
determining their probabilities), we reserve the term
reliability evaluation" to mean the evaluation of "probability 3
of success" for some specified success criterion B.
	 Thus
performability reduces to reliability only when S is	 nondegradable, j
i.e., JAI = -2.	 Due to the special nature of both performancei
and reliability evaluations	 we find that a.direct combination'	 Y a
of the two is generally unable to support an evaluation of
i
system effectiveness.- A case where independent evaluations
do suffice (and hencethe more general concept of performability
4
is not really needed) is the following." }
Let S be a system with accomplishment set A and suppose
that successful performance of S can be associated with the
performability of some fault-free reference system S	 (i.e., k
the computer part of S-_;is fault-free).	 More precisely,
this says that for some designated subset B of the accomplish-
ment set A the conditional performability of-S given B, i.e.,
the function  p	 ; A	 [0,1]   where
'r	
B
P (Y S =a and YSeB)
P S1B (a)	 P(YSEB)	
(3.2.2)
* As is standard practice, our notation here omits explicit
reference to the underlying space,	 e.g., "Y S = `a and YSEB"
means the set {wl YS (w) =a and Y S (w) eB) .
'q
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is	 equal to the performability of S,	 i.e.,
p-g(a)	 = p S (a),	 for	 all	 aE:A.	 (3-2.3)B
(Note that p S
P
B (a)	 = 0 if a ^ B and thus the accomplishment
set of S need only include B.)	 Assuming further that accom-
plishment levels outside of B are of no worth to the user,
w(a)	 =	 0 if , a4B
then, by e quation	 3.2.1
Eff(S)	 = ,	 w ( a) p, (a)	 w (a) p S (a) .
aE:A	 aEB
But aEB implies p S (a) = P(YS = a and Y S cB).	 Hence, by the
definition of conditional performability (equation 3.2.2),
Ef f (S)	 w (a) P S, B (. a)p S (B)aEB
where p S (B)	 P(YSE:B).	 By assumption	 3.2..3 ,we conclude that
NI.
Eff(s) w(a)p^^(a)p S (B)	 w(a) PS (a)  	 pS(B)
aEB	 aeB
or equivalently,
Ef f (S)	 E f f	 p S (B)	 (3.2.4)
Accordingly, a performance-worth	 (effectiveness) evaluation
of the fault-free reference system S, along with a reliability
evaluation of S, suffice to determine the effectiveness of S.
Alternatively, equation 3.2.4 can be regarded as expressing
the effectiveness of S relative to two levels of accomplishment,
B	 (success) and A-B	 (failure), and a worth function w where
w(B)	 Eff(S)	 and	 w(A-B)	 = 0.	 Then, by equation 3.2.1,
Eff(S)	 w(B)p S (B)	 + w(A-B)pS(A-B)
w(B)pS(B)
Eff(S)p S (B).
-is-
The secret here, of course, is to find a system -9 that
satisfies assumption 3.2.3. S is easily identified only
when S = (C,E)* is such that faults of C which are tolerated (i.e.,
Y S cB) cause no change in the performance of S. In this case,
-9 = ( -C,E) can serve as -the reference system where 'ff is the
fault-free version of C. In particular, this is the case for
fault-tolerant computer architectures which employ standby
sparing [5], N modular redundancy, or combinations thereof.
On the other hand, if tolerated faults can alter the performance
of S P the discovery of S requires an evaluatio n of conditional
performability	 (see 3.2.3) which is tantamount to evaluating
the performability of S.
3.2.2	 Capability' Functions
Ili
A critical first step in the evaluation of performability
is to establish a relationship between the base model XS
and the user-oriented performance model Y s	(see Section 3.1.1). 	 To
accomplish this, we assume that the base model is refined
enough to distinguish the levels of accomplishment perceived
by the user,	 that	 is,	 for all-w,w l	c	 Q,
YS (w)#
 Y S (w')	 implies	 u.	uw ,	 (3.2.5)
where uand u W,	 are the state trajectories associated withW
outcomes w and w l	(see equation 3.1.1).	 This implies that eacfr
trajectory u c U is related to a unique accomplishment level
aEA.	 Accordingly, the concept of capability (introduced during
the previous reporting period;	 see	 [2],	 [3])	 can be more pre-
cisely defined as follows:
C is the computer part of S; E is the environment.
4
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Definition 2:	 If S is a system with trajectory space U and
accomplishment set A then the capability function of S is
the function Y S':U	 A where YS(u)	 is the level of accomplishment
resulting from state trajectory u, 	 that is,
y S (u)	 = a if,	 for some w 6 0, u
W
 = u and YS
 (w)= a.
By condition 3.2.5 it follows that YS is well-defined and,
when there is no chance for ambiguity, Y S will be written simply
as	 y.
Given the capability function of S, the performability
pS can be expressed in terms of the base model X S .	 Let V denote
the collection of measurable trajectory sets,	 i.e., VcV if
and only if there is an event EcE such that V = {u lwcE}.W
Let Pr:V -+
	 [Q,1] ;denote the probability measure of the base
•
model where Pr(V)	 P(E)	 if V corresponds to the underlying
event-E.	 In practice, of course, the measure Pr is derived
from known properties of the base model 	 (e.g.,X S is Markovian)
rather than from the underlying probability space.	 If a is an
accomplishment level then, by the definition of performability
(Def.	 1),
pS(a)	 P({wlY	 (w)=al'S
Pr({u	 I YS(w)=a}).W
and hence, by the definition of capability (Def. 	 2)
pS (a)	 Pr({ulyS(u)=a})
Pr (Y S	 (a)).	 (3.2.6)
Y	 (a)	 is referred to as the trajectory set of aThe prelmage S
and its determination requires an analysis of how an accomplish-
ment level aeA relates back down via 'YS
	
to trajectories of the
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base model.	 P S ( a ) is then determined by a probability
analysis of YS (a). _Methods of implementing this process
are discussed in Section 4.
The role of a capability function in performability
evaluation is similar to that of a "structure function"
in reliability evaluation. However, even when performability
is restricted to reliability, the concept of a capability
function is more general. The special class which corresponds
to structure functions may be characterized as follows	 Let
S be a system where Q is the state space of the base model
and A = {0,1} is the accomplishment set (where 1 denotes
"success" and 0 denotes "failure") 	 Then the capability
function y is structure-based if there exists_ a structure
function* y: Q - {0,11 such that, for all ueU,
y(u)	 1 iff cp (u(t)) = 1, for all t E T.
Thus, when capability is structure-based, a local (in time)
success criterion can be applied to "snapshots" of u throughout
T to determine whether u results in system success. Alternatively,
this criterion can be specified as membership in a prescribed
set of "success states" R where
R
	
(p—l'(1)	 {q cp (q)'
When system success is viewed in structural terms, as
in the case in most reliability studies, a structure-based-
capability function will often suffice. On the other hand,
when success relates to system behavior (e.g., when reliability
* The usual definition (see [,6], for example) requires that
Q'= {0,1} n
 where the ith coordinate of qcQ is interpreted`
as the operational state of the 	 component of the system.
is "computation-based" [ 7]), we find that success is generally
not definable in terms of a local success criterion such
as 9 or R. The following example serves to demonstrate this
fact.
Example I
Let S = (C,E) where C represents a distributed computer
comprised of n subsystems, and E represents the computer's
workload. Suppose further that system "throughput" (i.e., the
user-visible work rate of C given E) varies as a function
of the number of fault-free subsystems. Assuming a constant
workload E, the operational states of S can be represented by
the state space
where state i corresponds to Il i fault-free subsystems." The
variation in throughput is described by a function
:Q - R,
where T(i)	 throughput of S in state i.
A5suming S is used continuously throughout a utilization
period T	 [0,T], the base model of S is a stochastic process
XS	{Xtltc[O,T]}
where each X t is a random variable taking values in Q. (The
probabilistic nature of X S is not an issue here.) As for
performance, suppose that the user is interested in the
average throughput of the system, where the average is taken
over the utlization period T. Then, depending on the nature
of the accomplishment set, the performability of S can be
expressed in several different ways. For a continuum of
,_ a4
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accomplishment levels, A can be identified with R+ _	 [0,-) and the
capability of S is the function y l :U -> R+ where
T
Y l (u )	 =	 T ( u ( t )) dt/T.f0	 w
7
From a more practical point of view, the user may be interested
in only a finite number of accomplishment levels
A	 (0 r l , r L ,_ "	 rQ }	 c 1R+
where 0 < rl <	 ...< r.	 and 
ri represents a range of average
throughputs between r i and r+ 1 .	 More precisely, the capability
function in this case is the functionyZ:U-A where
0	 if yl (u)	 e	 [O,rl)
Y 2
 (u)	 ri if 0 < i < Q	 and y l (u)	 e	 [ri,ri+l)
r^
	
if y l (u)
	 E:
Finally, the user may be interested only in success or
failure where success is identified with a minimum average
throughput T.	 In this case y S is the function Y 3 : U -^ f0,1}
where
T
1 if	 T(u(t))dt/T > TJY 3
 Cu)	 0
0 otherwise.
For each of the capability functions yS = y i of the
-above example, it is obvious that the value y S (u) depends on
a complete knowledge of the state trajectory u, due to the
inherent memory of the integration operation.	 In particular,
yy
when throughput is degradable ,(i.e., the interesting case
s.;
where different states can exhibit different positive
throughputs),	 it follows that Y S = y 3 will generally not J
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admit to a structure-based formulation. (A simple two-state7
example will verify this,)
	 This remains true when the
concept of s°Cructure-based capability is extended to permit
different structurefunctions to be associated with different
"phases" of the utilization period 	 (see	 [ 81,
	
for example),
i.e., there exists a decomposition of T into k disjoint
time periods	 (phases)	 T1,	 T 2 ,	 ... IT k and there exist structure
functions	 Cp l ,w2 1 	...,	 ^k such that
Y(u)	 = 1	 iff	 (p i ( u ( t ))	 =	 1,	 for	 all	 i e	 {1,2,...,k}	 and
for all t e Ti.
In general, we have found that a capability function cannot be
structure-based wherever there exists an intermediate time
period T'	 and a "success trajectory" v	 (i.e., y(v)	 = 1)
such that the knowledge that a trajectory a agrees with v
during T' alters the success criterion for u during T - T'.
Thus, even in the case of two accomplishment levels, the concept
of a capability function (Definition 2) represents 'a proper
extension of relations between state behavior and system
performance that are typically assumed in the theory of
reliability.
a
a
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3.3.	 Capability and Functional Dependence
3.3.1. Capability andThe Model Hierarchy
As discussed in : Section 3.2., the performability of the
total system S with accomplishment set A may be expressed as
the function p,:A -+ [0,1] where
PS (a)
	 = Pr(YS_ 1 (a)
and	 Y S
 is	 the capability function.
	 From this formulation it
may be seen that one method of evaluating a particular P S (a)	 is
to i) determine a characterization of the set V
	 Y	 (a) which
suffices to ii)	 calculate the probability Pr(V).	 In this
section we consider the problem of expressing Y_	 for the purpose
of characterizing the sets V = Y _ l (a).	 Section 3.3.2 presents
one tool,	 functional dependence, for use-in calculating Pr(V).
Recall that for a system S with trajectory space U and
accomplishment set A the capability function is the function
YS-U - A where y S (u)	 is the level of accomplishment -resulting,
from state trajectory u.	 Thus, y S expresses the relationship
between the base model X S and the 	 model YS*	 A
J
major problem in expressing this relationship for a given XS
and YS is due to the potential dissimilarities between the two
models.	 To ease the problems of transition, a model hier-
archy is introduced.	 The hierarchy provides for a step-by-step,'
top-down elaboration of each accomplishment level a, terminating
in the desired base model description y 	 (a).	 The performance
model Y. itself sits above the level-0 	 (top) model of the
hierarchy.	 Each intermediate model of the hierarchy is defined
t-22-
in a manner similar to that of the base model. More precisely,
if there are m+l levels in the hierarchy, the level-i model
(i=0,1,...,m) is a stochastic process X i defined in terms of
two independent processes X1 and Xb referred to as the
composite and basic parts of the level-i model. The composite
part inherits its behavior from the next lower 	 (level-(i+l)) a
model; the basic part represents new information, external to
the level-(i+l) model,	 that is introduced at level-i.'
For ,instance, at a certain level in modeling the actual
a
hardware of a system, the effects of weather may be of no
consideration in developing an accurate model. 	 Higher up in a
the hierarchy, however, the effects of weather on the system
-i
may have to be considered to adequately reflect the user's
needs.	 Thus, weather would be regarded as a part of the total
I system whose effects may be introduced as a basic part at a
;higher level.	 After introduction, as a basic part, it supports
the higher (lower numbered) level composite parts.
We express this more precisely by
X l =	 {X1	 IteTl}c	 C,t	 c
where Xc t :Q + Q1 is a random variable taking values in the
composite state space Q1 (at level-i). 	 Q1 may be further
coordinatized.`	 The	 projection of X1 t on a particular
coordinate is called a` composite variable 	 (at level-i).	 A
composite trajectory'-is a function u c	-^ Q1 whereW:T1
uc	= X, t (w); the composite trajectory space is the set
w
(t)
,
U
c
	{uc WlweQ}.	 Similar definitions, terminology and
notation apply to the basic process Xb. 	 To permit extension ^=
u
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of either X  or X  to larger time-bases, a fictitious state
	 l
¢ is adjoined to each of Q  and Qb. Then, relative to a
time-base T 0	Tc , X (similar remarks apply to Xb) is taken
to be the process
XC	 {X^ t ,I t e To}
where, if t e T 0 -TI, X 1 t is defined to be the constant-valued
random variable
Xc t (w)	 _ ¢,	 for all w E S2
Extending both X^ and Xb to T 1	Tc U Tb, the level-i model
F
I
is the stochastic process
X1 _
	 {X1 1t e T1}
1 _
where Xt -
	 (X 
1	 i
c t,Xbyt).	 The state space of the level-i model
is
Q1	 QiQ1c "	 b
and its trajectory space U 1
 is represented by the set
Uc	
Ub	 { (uc w'	 ub w ) J w e	 52 }
(With a slight abuse of terminology and notation, U
c
'0 U 1 will
i
be denoted as U l
 and referred to as the trajectory space of
X1.)	 In case there are no composite
	 (basic) variables at
level-i, Q^	 (Qb) 	 i.s simply deleted, 	 that	 is Q 1 = Qb	 (Q1 = Qcl).
In'these cases the corresponding trajectory space is U1 = Ub
i	 i(U	 = Uc ).	 Combining such models, we have:
Definition 3:	 If S is a'total system with base model X S and ti
capability function y S ,	 the collection {XO,X1,...,Xm} of
level-0 to level-m models is a model h ierarchy for S if the
^,^
I	 ^
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following conditions are satisfied:
i)	 Xm = Xbm ,	 that is, all variables of the "bottom* model
are basic.
ii)	 If each model X i
 is extended to the utilization
Interval T, the base model X S is the stochastic process
XS =	 {xt lt c T}
M-1	
') Owhere Xt	 (X Wb	 b , t	 'b ' t't'X
(Accordingly,	 the state spz:ice of 
XS is
m	 M-1	 0Q = Q X Q	 X	 ...	X Q	 and the trajectory space U isb	 b	 b
T	 M	 0represented by the set U b OU b-1
	
... ou b
iii)	 For each level i,	 there exists an interlevel translation
K wherei
0	 0	 A0 :U OUK
c 	 b
K	 :Ul
c
oul 	 U i_1	 (1 <	 i < M)i b	 c
m 	 M - 1
K	 : U	 U
m	 b	 c
Se
such that the capability function y S can be decomposed
as follows.	 If u c 	 where u	 (u 
m,Um-i,'--,'i) w ith
u
i 
E: Ub l	 then
.... PO'Y S O 	 ...	 .	 u(U)	 K	 (	 K	 _, ( KM(UM),UM_ 1
The terminology and notation of Definition 3 is summarized in
Figure 1.	 It should be clear that this formal definition of a
model hierarchy `follows from the less rigorous approaches in
[1] and [2).	 Notice that whilethe performance model Y S sits
above the level-O model, the base model XS may be completely
41
represented by the m+l*intermediate level base models. -
Performance
,AyS
a)
YS
Base-model xS U
Perform- rS
ancc
level-0
0 X^ t1	 U0
K
1
^ level-1
- X^- Xr^ lJ` 0U^
b)	 Model
IZicra.rchv
O •,
level-l.m.-1
lJm-5^ Um-1
^ni-1 ^
c	 h c	 h
I, K
in
l eve l-m
xb 11}
j
Figure 1.	 A total system S with base-model XS(1.a)
and a model, hierarchy for	 S (1 , b) .
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A model hierarchy thus provides a step-by-step formulation
of the capability function in terms of interlevel translations
of state trajectories, beginning with a translation of the
bottom model. It also permits the expression of capability
4
relative to higher level (less detailed) views of total system
3
behavior. More precisely, beginning at the highest level,
the i-level based capability function (denoted Y.) can beP	 Y	 _	 1
defined inductively as follows. Recalling that U 1 	U1OU,
and letting Ub (i)	 Ub®Ub-1®.. .®Ub,  if i	 0 them	 t
y0:U O -* A where yo (u) = K O (u)
If i >0, then Yi:U1 0Ub(i-1) + A where, if u E U1,
U , e-Ub (i-1) then
Y i (u , u ')	 Y i-, 1 (K i ( u ) ,U ` ) .
It is easily shown that Y i has its intended interpretation,
i.e. if u and u' correspond to a base model trajectory v then
y, (u,u') = Y S (v) . In particular, if i = m then Ym = ,YS
The capability functions Yi, in turn, provide the basis
for a systematic method of determining y ­ 1 (a)for a given
accomplishment level a. Beginning with level-0-'eased cape-
I
ability, by (4.1) we have
{ Y O (a)
	
K0 ( a )	 -
Assuming that y i l l (a) has been determined, by (4.2) it follows
that
-	
t
Y1 1 (a) 
_	
^J _ 1
	
(K- (u ) , u ') •
1 1
	
R.
i
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where (K i 1 (U),U') = {(V,U')IKi(V) = U}.
This process is iterated until i=m, yielding y 
m 
(a) = yS (a).
-We have described one way of evaluating the sets y S1 (a)
by introducing a model hierarchy which permits us to write YS
as the composition of several smaller functions, namely the
interlevel translations. A simplified but relatively complete
example of this process of evaluating the sets y S 
l (a) is pre-
sented in Section 3.5.
i
3.3.2	 Functional Dependence
Elaboration of the capability function • S yields a char-
acterization of the trajectory sets corresponding to a particular
level of accomplishment a.	 These trajectory sets may possess
properties which either aid or hinder probability calculations.
One such property is the apparent functional dependency of the
various system components on one another. 	 For instance,	 the
knowledge that certain dependencies exist between the opera-
tional states of a system over time may permit the
simplification of considering certain states of the system only
at specific times. 	 The concept of R-dependence	 (see	 [1],	 [2])
is a characterization of functional dependency as reflected in
trajectory sets.
The remainder of Section 3.3 introduces a further
generalization of R-dependence,
	 together with the notion of
conditional" R-dependence,
	 and some basic properties of these
concepts.	 The idea of conditional R-dependence is embodied in
the question "If C is known, does the knowledge of B increase
the knowledge of A? 11
	For the purposes of the following discussion
we restrict consideration to sybt,oms wh r ibe	 Liajectories may be
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sampled at discrete intervals with no loss of relevant information.
3.3.2.1 Basic Definitions
Suppose'we have a "phased" model (Section 3.4.2) of system
S.	 Let S be the system of interest with subsystems
S 1 ,...Sn . A subsystem may be any part of the total system
(that is, the computer and its environment) whose behavior
influences the overall performance of S. An operational state
of S will be defined in terms of the operational states of the
subsystems of S. Thus, the sets of states of S considered here
are '"structured" or "coordinatized" sets in the following sense.
Definition 1: Let D be a totally ordered (index)- set. A
structured set V is some subset of the Cartesian (cross)
product of an indexed family of sets {VdJd-.e-D}, that is,
V c dXD Vd	 (see [31).
Note that the ordering on the index set D may be arbitrary.
However, once chosen, the ordering is fixed. Any set D'c D will
inherit that ordering, andcross products will be taken according
to the order of the indices deD'.
a
Two examples should help to clarify this definition. In [1]
with each subsystem S i (l	 i < n) of S was associated a corresponding
state set Q i . The state set Q of S was defined to be Q
. This set Q is a structured set where the index set isQ1x...xQn
D	 fl.2,...,n} with the natural ordering. The collection of
sets fQi 1 :5 i	 n) corresponds to {VaIdcD} of Definition 1. In
[2], the set of state trajectories of a system S is described.
Each subsystem S1 ` is sampled at k different times. The set
Qi (1 < i <n, 1 <t <k) denotes the set of possible operational
T	 }w$nc
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states of S i
 at the tth time sample.
	 Then a state trajectory
for S is an n x k array u =
	 [gi t ] where g it eQ	 Let U =
{ [g it ] (git e Qt1 = i s n,	 1 < t _ k},	 The set U is a
structured set with index set D =
	 {(i,t)^1	 i 15 n,	 1 < t <_ k}
totally ordered,
	 the indexed family of sets
	 is	 {QI(i,t)	 e D},
and U =
	 i X)eDQi•	 Throubhout this report, the ordering imposed
on a structured index set as in this example will be row-major
order.	 This ordering is defined. by
(a,b)	 <	 (c,d)	 if a <	 c or	 (a=c and b<d)
(a,b)	 =	 (c,d)	 if a=c and b=d
(a,b)	 >	 (c,d);	 otherwise.
i
Due to this linear ordering we can represent a state trajectory
I	 I
as either an n x k array or as an
	 (n•k)-tuple.	 We shall use
whichever representation is most suggestive in what follows.
Often an m-tuple
	 (arbitrary m)	 is used.	 The methods and results
described, however, apply to arrays of any dimension and size.
For any structured set V with index set D one can define a
family of	 (single)	 coordinate projections which, when applied to
I
an element v e V, will yield the value of a`particular coordinate r
of V.
Definition 2.
	 Let V be a structured set, V S X	 VFordEP	 d
each d c D, the projection on d, denoted C d ,	 is the -
i .;x
function
Ed : V	 V	 where
I
Ed((vl, ... ,v d , '	 .,vm))	 vd.
While the family of projections (Ed Id e D} provides a method s
for examining the value of a single c.00rr.ina.te, one would like to
be able to examine the values of s;evc:rrl. 	 coordinates	 simultaneously.
30-
In order to make the requisite extension, the notion of a cross
product function [3] is introduced.
Definition 3. Let V be a structured set with index set D,
let D' c D, D' 0 0 and let {fd:V -- V Id e V} be an indexed
family of functions. A cross product function on V is a
function ( X
	 f a ) : V	 X Vii
deD'
	
deD'
defined by
( X_	 fd ) (v) _ (fd (v), ... , d . (v)) where D' _ { d l ,	 , d^ }
deD I
	7
and d l < d 2 <. <d^
For D'
	
	
define	 t
(
0
Xfo) :V -> { 1 o } where 1 0 is an arbitrary constant.
Using Definition 3 one can define projections on sets of
coordinates. Thus for V,D,D' and {C d ldc D} as above', define
^D'	 ( X) .
dED' d
For example, if V = R xR xR, D = {1,2,3} and D' _ {2,3}, then
D' ((819110))	 (9,10)	 For an array, an example is
{ ( 1 ' 1 ) ' ( 2 ' 3 ) }	 I4	 5	 61	 - (1,6) and
\L	 -
1	 2	 3 }
4 5 6	 1
IL
When (D 1 1 = 1 (D' is a singleton set) the set brackets will
often be dropped, i.e.,
I {1} ( ( 8 , 9 , 10 )) _ X 1 (( 8 , 9 ,1 0 ))	 (8).	 -
j	 For V' S V, D' c D define	 kX
Wiz.
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In this report, a set will usually be partitioned relative
to projection equality. This is defined by
V.v	 V v	 E:1 A v g if EA (v l ) = WV2), A S! D, 1, 2
Thus if we partition V by equality of projection on A, denoted
7T
V then two elements vv
2 
E; V are in the same 'Mock of 7T
A 
if
	
A	 i,,
v 
1 
_.A v 2
. 
In cases where ambiguity is precluded, we may denote
	
7T
A	 A'V by 7T 	 For example, let D = {1,2,3} and
(0, 0, 0) , (1, (), 0)
V	 (0 1 0 1 1 ) 1 ( 1 1 0 11)
P-L .,	 J .1 ( -L ) -L 9 U)
(0,1 l) , (1, 1, l-)
Then
{(11010)1(11011)1(11110)1(11111)1),
7r {2,3}=
and
7T 0
	
V
V
I f 7T 
AV and Tr B are two partitions of V and each block in
	lock in ff	 then	 "refines" Tr -denoted7T is a subset of a b
A	 BI	 A	 B1
7T	 < 7 or , 7T	 7T
A	 B	 B	 A*-
It will be useful to be able to refer to a particular block
V
Of 7T A (A c D). Thus if s C CA (R) define
V	 (q) = sl,Is	 iq 6 VI ^AA(s)
The set B V(S) is the set of all elements of V whose projection onA
A is equal to s. Clearly, if ^ (V)	 {S	 thenA	 I ... PSM
^A
x7r V	 {BV (s) ,	 '13 V	 l
A	 A	
'4(s 
m
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As with partitions, the superscript V will be dropped when the
R
meaning is unambiguous. (The notation IS { i} (q,) corresponds to
the R (P (j,q j )	 of	 [2]).	 Further to	 the above example,
{1} ((1)) 	 {(11010),(l	 0 ) " C l	 0
and
VB (2,3} ((010))	 {(11010)'(01010)",
3.3.2.2	 R-dependence
In	 [1], the CARSRA notion of functional dependence
(see	 [5]) was formalized as p-dependence. 	 Its application was
restricted to the context of structure-based reliability analysis.
The concept of gyp-dependence was subsequently extended in 	 [2]	 to
R-dependence.	 While this extension provided several useful
generalizations	 it still restricted "dependence" to a single
coordinate depending on another single coordinate.	 The extension
to subsets of coordinates is given below together with certain
basic results.	 It should be noted that previous characteriza-
tions are special cases of the extended definition.
The context of our investigation is that one knows something
about the behavior of the system; that is, one has been given
some set of - states or state trajectories which give rise to a
certain desired performance of the system of interest.	 One such jl
set might be the set of all "success" states relative to a
structure function.	 More generally, these sets may be induced
by the values which the capability function y 	 [see sec 3.2] assumes.
Thus,	 in the following discussion,	 let Q = Q l x ... xQm be a
structured set and let R	 Q.	 R is the set relative to which
i-33-
R-dependency is defined. Let D 	 {1, • ,,,m} be_the index set for
Q and R.
Definition 4. If A, B c D then AR-depends on B (denoted
A AR B or (A, B) e A R ) if 3r e 
^A (R) and 3s E: 	 (R) such
that dq e R [E B (q) =s = sA ( q ) 0 r] •	 j
Accordingly, A is R-independent of B (A Q(R B) if and only if
dr eA(F.), Vs e B (R),3q e R[^A(q)	 r and ^ B ( q ) =s]
Several items should be noted about this definition. First,
there are two general modes of dependence (see also [21). The
"stronger" mode is dependence as found in "linear dependence" of
vector spaces	 There "A depends on B" means that knowing B tells
us everything of interest about A. The "weaker" mode is
demonstrated by statistical dependence. In.this case, knowing
that "A depends on B" and knowing B tells something about A.
R-dependence is a type of weak dependenc-. Second, R-dependence
is defined relative to the set R under consideration. The fact
that A R-depends on B does not mean that A R-depends on B relative
}	 to a set R' 2 R. Third, the ` notion of'R-dependence'is extended to
!	 sets of coordinates. However, in the attempt to achieve maximum
I_
generality, references to subsystems have been dropped. Since
the specific context of our research indicates that each coordin-
ate , represents an operational state of a subsystem at some parti-
cular time, the relationships between subsystems may easily be
`	 inferred
The above definition of R-dependence is related to the pro-
jection approach ([1],[2]) and the partition approach (12 1) as
stated in the following theorem.
iAd
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Theorem 1: Let R
	 Q and A, B c
- 
D. The following statements
are equivalent.
i) A R-depends on B.
ii) 3s c E B (R) such that CA B(3R(s)) is a proper subset of
CA (R).
iii) 3r c CA(R) and 3s E C M) such that 13 (r) nB%-	 A	 3B(s)
Proof: (i) - (ii). Suppose A A R
 
B and let r,s be as guaranteed
in Definition 4. Let q 6 3B(s). Then EB(q) = s which implies
that " (q)	 r,i.e., r ^t, A	 iWMB(s)). But r F- CA (R)  so EA(3B(s))
C EA(R).
(iii). Suppose (ii) and let 3B(s)  be the block
with the property guaranteed by (ii), s 6 C B (R). Then
3r E E- A (R) such that r / COB (s))- If we now consider 3A (r)
it must be the case that 3 A (r) n NB(s)	 (Suippose not.
Then 3q c R such that q e MA (r)  and q E 3B (s). But q E B B(s)
(q)A	 E CA(BB(s)) and q c BA (r)	 A(q)	 r. Therefore,C
r E* AN (s))- Contradiction.) 
(iii)	 (i). Suppose 3r E A(R), s E CB (R) such. that
-	
RT) n 11B (s)B	 Then Vq E; ,	 q	 q	 lA (	 B	 if	 E; 3B(s)	 BA(r). But
q e B B (s)	 CB (q)	 s and-similarly q c SA (r) - CA(q)	 r.
Thus 3r 6 E (R),,
	 E E3s	 (R) such	 q F-that V 	 R I (q)A	 B	 CB	 s 71EA (q)	 r
Due to the equivalence--of the above three formulations, we
are now free to use whichever isImost applicable when deriving
new results. It should be noted that (ii) in Theorem 1
corresponds to the "proj-ectiod'formulation of [2] and (iii)
corresponds to the "partition" formulation of [2], each extended
to deal with subsets of coordinates.
o '^j
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Consider the following. 	 Let
( 0 1 0 1 0, 1 0 ) 1 (011,110)
R =	 (0,0,1,0),(1,0,1,0)	 D	 -	 {1,2,3,4}.(0,1,0,0),
(1,0,0,0),
Then dq e R [[^1(Q) = 1 ° ^ 2 ( q )	 1]	 so	 {1} AR {2}.	 However, x
{1} aR {3}.	 Looking at coordinate 4, 74 = {R} because the value
of coordinate 4 is constant.	 In this case no coordinate or set
of coordinates may R-depend on {4).	 We call such a set of
coordinates "universally independent" 	 [6].	 Now consider R'
E
R U {(1,1,0,0)}.	 Again {4}	 is universally independent, but
{1}	 4R,	 {2}.	 However,	 Nq -e	 R'	 [	 {1 ^ 2} (q)	 _	 ( 1 , 1 )	,^ 3 ( q )	 1]
d
so	 {1,2}	 4R,
	 {3}.
Several observations should be made regarding the nature
of R-dependence.	 First, R-dependence is symmetric, that is,
Ix
VA ,B c D if A AR B, then B AR"A.	 This fact is easily seen from
(iii) of Theorem 1.	 Second,	 if A (R))	 1, A c D,	 then A will a
always be R-independent of any other set B	 D, including A
itself	 (i.e.', A is universally independent). 	 However, VA c D
such that!I^ A (R)I 	 > 1, A R-depends on A.	 This is easily seen
from the fact that if-I CA (R) l	 > 1 then 3r,s 
e EA (R)	 such that
r ^ s.	 Then Vq c R [&A (q)	 = r	 ^A (q ) = r	 s].	 R-dependence is not
transitive.	 Consider the set
(0,0,0)
R =	
1' '
(0,0Ii)
( 1 , 1 ,1) F
Then {1} AR {2} and {2} AR {3} but {1} .Y	 {3}.	 Hence,	 in
general, 'R-dependence is neither reflexive nor transitive.
1
r1
T	 __
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The following result is useful in establishing other
properties of R-dependence.
Lemma l
.
.	 Let A,B G D.	 If A AR
 
B then VA'	 D A,	 VB I
	B,
A'	 A R Bf
Proof:
	 Suppose A A R
 
B.	 Let A'	 2 A, B I 	B.	 We know that
3r c	 ^	 (R),
	 3s E:	 B (R)	 such	 thatA	 E
BA (r) 
	 n BB (s)	 0'
Since A s A l l 	 7T A'	 < 7A,	 that is each block in 7A'
	
is a subset of
some block in 7A and each block in TTA is a superset of some
block in TrA"	 Similarly for B I 	and B.	 Hence 3r'	 eA, (R),E
3s`	 c	 BI (R)	 such that
BA '
 (r l )	 n BB (s)
and so
IBA
, 
( r , )	 n ]BB , (s')
	 0'
Therefore A'	 AR B l .	 Intuitively,	 this lemma says that if A R-depends
on B, then A R-de pends on any superset of B.
The notions of "strong" and "weak" dependence were introduced
above,	 R-dependence itself is a weak form of depend I ence,- of which
a strong form'is a special case.	 This special case is distinguished
as	 follows.'	 Consider	 (iii)	 of.Theorem I..	 Suppose that for A
R	
!^	 7T
R.	 Then-B 9 D where	 [^ A (R)l	 >	 I and	 I	 B (R) I	 >	 1,	 7TA	 B
Vr	 E:	 (R)- 3s	
EB (R)	 such. that IS	 r)	 - BB	 Clearly A RA	 A (s)'	 -depends'
on'B.	 But	 also,	 Vq	 e	 R. [^A (q)	 = , r	 ^ B_ (q)	 s]	 for t,s	 as	 desig-
nated above.	 Thus if one knows the values of the coordinates in
A, one knows the values of the coordinates in B.
	 This is precisely
a characterization of a type of strong dependence.
	 -Thus if
ti-
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ITRR,> lr Tr BR ( > 1, and 7tl 5 7r,,, then A R-depends (strongly)
on B. Note that while the weak form of R-dependence is
symmetric, the stronger form is not necessarily so.
So far the notion of a set of coordinates R-depending on
another set of coordinates has been introduced. Eventually,
one would like to have a quick test to discover, given a
structured set with its index st, whether any dependencies
exist. In order to characterize a set which contains depen -
dencies, the notion of an "R-cependent set of coordinates has
M
been introduced.
Definition 5. Let C c D. C is R-de pendent if 3A,B c C
where A n B	 and A R-depends on B. C is R-independent
if C is not R-dependent.
Essentially,
	 this says that C is R-dependent if some part
of C R-depends on some other part of C. The requirement that A and
a
B be disjoint insures that a set is not characterized
as dependent simply because some subset of coordinates R-depends'
upon itself.	 (If this qualification was not made 	 then only universallyP	 q	 ^	  1
independent sets of coordinates would be R-dependent,)
Theorem 2:_	 A'coordinate set C is R-dependent if and only if;	
1
E C such that	 {	 l	 AF` C-{ii.
Proof:	 (C)	 Suppose that 3i c C such that {i} OR C-{i}6	 By
-choosing A = {il and B-= C-{il,
	
C is R-dependent by Definition b. 	 1
(_)	 Suppose C is R-dependent.	 Then SA,B c C such that 	 M;
A fl B _	 and A A  B.	 This means that 3r e A (R) , 3s E B (R)
such that
BA	 (r)	 n BB(s)	 _	 t`
n
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Let	 A =	 {il,...,i k 1,	 B	 =	 {jl,...,jZ}
	
and	 s	 =	 (sl,..a,sQ).	 Notice
13	 (s= B j	 1 )	 n B j 	(s 2 )	 n ... nis j - (s Q).	 (There	 is	 nothing
1	 2
special about using B. 	 The argument is the same whether we
choose to	 start with A or B.)	 Then IA (r)n B j 	(s l )	 n ... fla	 (s Q)1
Consider 3A(r) (1 Bj	 (sl).	 This intersection is either empty or
1
non-empty.	 If Bjr)	 n 3 1 (sl) _ j^ 	then {j l } DR A.	 From
Lemma 1, A c C- {jl }so {j 1} AR C-{j l } and we are done.
_
I
Suppose 3A (r)n 3	 ( s l )	 Then 3q e R such that Wq) = r
1
and	 j, (q) 
	
= sl.
	
Let A'	 = A U fi l l.
	
Theme exists a t e E A , (R)
3i
such	 that A (BA, (t'))	 _	 r	 and'.	 hA r ( t ))	 sl,	 i.e., >i$A, (t)
B(r)	 n B j (s l )	 #	 ^.
Consider now IAA, (t) 	 (1 iB7
	
(s 2 ) .	 Either this	 intersection is
Z
empty or non-empty.	 Employing the above arguments, either {j2}
C-{j	 }	 or 3t"	 e	 ► 	 (R)	 such that I^	 U	 ^t^^)	 _R	 2	 A	 U	 {j2}	 t1'	 {j2} a
BA ► (t')	 n is	 (s2) .	 Now look at BA,	 U	 {j Z} ( t
")	 fl Ii$ j 3 (s3)	 and
repeat.	 The process must terminate at some j^n, 	 i.e.,	 {jm}
R-depends	 on C-{j m 1,	 i.e.,
-A U	 inM-1	
^	 ]T$jm(sn)
because,	 at worst,
(BA(r)	 n B.	 ( s 1 )	 n...n s	 (sQ,_1)) n is •	 (sp)	 -	 0J1	 JQ-1
	
^Q
Therefore, C is R-dependent if and only if 3i e C such that
i	 { 1}	 OR C-{1}•
Corollary:	 D is R-dependent if and only if 3i e C such that
{i} R-depends on D-{i}.
	
Conversely, ,D is R-independent if and
only if di E D,	 {i}	 is R-independent of D-{i}.
i
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To further the understanding of R-dependence and to continue
the search for simple characterizations of R-dependent
(R-independent) coordinate sets, we now turn to consideration of
R-independence. From results derived above one can immediately
make the following characterization. b
Theorem 3: -Let A,B c D be disjoint sets and let Y be a coordinate
	
J
mapping such that
dq	 R [Y ( A U B ( q )) = (Wq) , ^ (q))]
(Such a map T always exists.) Then A is R-independent of B if
	 3
A
and only if T (CA U B (R)) = CA (R) x CB (R)
Proof: Suppose that A 4( B. It suffices to show that T is onto.
Let r c CA (R), s- E: 	 (R) . By negation of Definition 5, '3q e R
such that	 (q)
	
r and C (q)	 S. Accordingly, `Y (	 (q))A	 B	 A U B	 a
(&A(a),CB(q)) = (r,$)
Conversely,_ suppose T is onto. Then Vr e CA (R) and
ds e B ( )' 3q s R[^Y( A U B( q)) = (r,$)]. But r e CA ( R) and
s e CB (R) so 3q E' RI CA (q)	 r and EB(q) = s] . Hence AQf RB.
This theorem says that if two disjoint sets A,B are such
(A,B)	 AR, then the projection relative to A and B can be written
as a cross product. More precisely, the coordinate 'mapping ,'Y
re-orders the set 'A U 	 such that all elements of A appear before
the elements of B. (The union operator preserves the original
ordering of D in A U B' and so may interweave elements of A and B.);,.
The re-ordering allows.one to write the (re-ordered) set as a
	 `.
Cartesian product.
	 -
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For example,	 let D	 {1,2,3} and let R be as given in
Table I where,	 for each q E R	 we associate a unique label to
simplify notation.
	
Let A =	 {1,3},	 B =	 {2l.	 Then A U B = D.	 Then
T=	 {{ac},{bd},{eg},{fh}} 	 and
IT =	 {{abef},{cdgh}},
Each block of 7A has a non-trivial intersection with both blocks
of 7r B 	so AY	 B.	 If Y:{0,1} 3 	{0,1} 3 	such	 that	 T((gl,g2,a3))
(ql,q-
	
^ 2 ) 'it	 is	 clear that	 `Y( A 	 B (R))	 =	 A( R )	 x	 B(R)	 _	 {0,1}2^^	 .
i
A
R	 label
(O'0
,
o) a
( 0 ' 0 ' 1 ) b
(0,1, 0)_ c
( 0 , 1 , 1 ) d1'0'0)
e
( 1 , 0 , 1 ) f
(1,1,0) g
C111 ) h
t
Table I
Further examination of R shows that R is in fact a Cartesian
set.	 How do such sets fit into the notion of R-independence?
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The relation is demonstrated in Theorem 4- below.	 However, in
order to ease the discussion we first prove the following useful
result.
Lemma 2:	 Let A,B c D.	 If A ¢fR B then VA' c A,	 dB'	 c-B,
A'	 AR B'.
Proof:	 Let A,B be as above, A'
	 c A, and B'	 c B.	 Because A
is R-independent of B,	 Vr c ^A (R)) ,ds c (R))	 Bc{
	
c' R	 A (q)	 =	 r
and E 
	 (a)
	
= s ] ,	 that is dr c ^A (r)	 an.d V s	 ^, B
 (R) , ISA ( r )	 D
3B ( s )	 .	 Reflection shows that if r'	 = ^A ' (BA( r ))	 E _E A , (R )	 i
then 3A(r)	 c B A , (r').	 Thus	 for r',	 s'	 so
r
described {s'
CB 
	
(B B (s)),	 SAS (r')	 n B B , ( s ')	 #	 0.
Since each r e E A ( R) has an associated r' c	 A' (R;)	 (similarly
for s, s')
	 we see that
dr	 c	 ^ A (R), ds 	 e	 EB( R) E ]EA(r)	 n 3B (s)	 k1] dr'	 F- 	 (R),ds'	 e	 CB1 (R)
A	 ,r--_	 B	
-_ r
Therefore A'	 is R-independent of B'.
This says that if A is R-independent of B then any subset
of A is R-independent of any subset of B. This knowledge is used to ob-
tain the following characterization of an R- dependent set of coordinates.
°Theorem 4:
	
A coordinate set A_c D is R-independent if and only
if EA (R) = 
aPA^a (R) .
Corollary:	 R is Cartesian if and only if `dd c D,	 {d}	 is
R - independent of D - {d .
Proof:	 Suppose A is R-independent, 	 that is,	 da 'c	 A,` {a}	 is	 R-
independent of A-(a}.
	
Relabel the elements a l ,,..,am of A as
For a =	 1,	 by Theorem 3, we have 4' (^	 (R))	 C l (R)	 x	 tit=
- z
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CA-{1} (R) . Since a = 1 is the first element of A, T is just
the identity function, i.e., T (CA (R)) = WR) = C l (R) x CA-M(R).
Consider the coordinate set A' = A-M. Then f2l is R-independent
of A'-{2} since, by assumption, {2} is R-indepc-ndent of A-{2}
and so by Lemma 2 {2} is R-independent of A'-{2} (A'-{2} S A-f2l).
Repeating the above argument with a = 2 we derive CA' (R)
2 (R) x EA, _ { 2} (R) and therefore CA (R) = C1 (R)x E2 (R) x
CA,-{2)(R). Continuing in this fashion we obtain
CA (R) = JACa (R).
Conversely, suppose CA (R) = aFXACa (R). Let a c A and let T a
be the coordinate transformation of A which replaces the first
coordinate of A by a and increases by one the rank (in the
ordering) of every other coordinate in A. (.For example,
T ((ql ,q q pq	 (q q l ,q f q	 Then3	 2	 3 4 )) =	 3	 2 4))
T	 (R)	 R) x	 X(C
	
a A	 Ca(	 a cA {a}^a(R)l
^ a
 (R) 
x CA-{a}(R).
By Theorem 3, {a} is R-independent of A-{a}.
From the corollary to Theorem 4 we see that R-independence
of the coordinate set D characterizes a Cartesian structure for
R. This yields a straightforward computational test for
discovering whether D has an absence of R-dependent coordinate
subsets!, namely, test R to see if it is Cartesian. The fact
that R-independent coordinate subsets correspond to Cartesian
projections (Theorem 3) likewise provides a simple, test for
the R-independence of a pair of coordinate sets.
In any large system, the number of disjoiiit coordinate
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sets which may R-depend upon each other is also very large, and
not all the dependencies reflected may be relevant to the
analysis. One area for further investigation is in determining
which coordinate sets to examine. Along with this problem is
the problem of characterizing the strength of dependency
between sets. Given A-A R B, one possible measure is the
minimal number of elements of Q which must be included in R
so that A'is R-independent of B. Th i s is imvortant because.-
in general, the stronger the dependence between a set of
subsystems, the likelier it is to be able to use that set as
a subunit in decomposing the overall system.
3.3.2.3 Conditional R-Dependence
The idea of conditional dependence was characterized in
Section 3. 3. 2 by the question "If C is known, does the 'knowledge of
B increase the knowledge of A?" If so, we say that "A depends
on B given C. 11 More formally, in the context of R-dependence,
we introduce the following.
Definition 6: For A,B,C S D, A R-depends on B given C (denoted
(A A B)IC) if 3t E: ^ C ,	 E:	 such
R	
(R) 3s 6 ^B(MC(t))', 3r 	 E A (]S C (t)
that Vq e B C ( t) [EA
 
(q) = s - EA(q)
This concept of conditional R-dependence can be likened,to
the concept of conditional probabilities. The closest parallel
lies in the observation that in both cases, l by reducing the universe
of discourse to the particular subset (subpopulation) under
consideration, all theorems about "absolute" R-dependencies
44
(probabilities) once again hold. In effect, the presence of
conditional R-dependence may be alternately regarded as showing,
the existence o f R'--dependence for particular choices of R',
that is, (A A  B)!C if 3t e ^C(R) such that A B C (t)-depends on
B.
For example, let D _ {1,2,3,41, A = 11, 21, B = {4),
C	 {31, and
(0,1,0,0)(1,0,0,0)'
R	 (11010,1)
(0,1,1,0)
(01,11)
Then for ^ C '(q)	 0 (i.. e. , t
	
(0) in Definition 7) , dq s 33(o),
^A ( q )	 (01 1 )
	
CB (q) ^ 1. Hence ({1 1 21 AR {4))1{31). Note
that 3 3 (0) _ { (0, "010)0) , (l 0, 0, 0) , (l, 0, 0, 1) } so, alternatively,
{1,21 B 3 (0)-depends on 141.	 i
One property that conditional dependence should have follows;
if B c C, then A should,be R-independent of B given C. This is
intuitively justified by the argument that because knowledge carried
by B is contained in the knowledge carried by C, no further informa-
tion is being added. That this is a property of conditional R
dependence as in Definition 6 is shown in Theorem S.
Theorem 5: If A,B,C c D and B	 C then A does not R-depend on
B given' C (A is R-independent of B given C)
Proof: Let t E C M. If B c C then ^ B CB C (t))	 {s01 for some
s 0 e B (R), i.e., B takes on but one value. Let r e t;A(^C(t)).	 u
We must show that 3q E S C (t) such that EA (q) = r (since
dq e 3C (t) ,$ (q)	 so). But this is true by definition of
1.
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WBC(t))	 Hence A is R-independent of B given C when B S C.
One may verify that in the above example that ({1,2} t R {4})1{3,4}.
The study of the properties of conditional R-dependence
has just begun. It is hoped that it will provide a powerful
tool for use in system decomposition. One area for further
investigation is the delineation of the properties of con-
d
.
itional R-dependence. Another area is suggested by the
similarities between probabilistic notions and R-dependence
concepts. What is the relationship between existing R-depen-
dencies and the underlying stochastic processes? How can such
relationships be discovered and used? These questions guide
our further research.
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3.4	 Computation of Trajectory Set Probabilities
As	 discussed in Section 3.2,	 if S is a total system,
	 the -
performability of S for accomplishment level a E A may be
expressed as
PS (a)	 =	 Pr Ey-]. (a)).
The research reported in this section concerns the evaluation of
probability function Pr for a given trajectory set y- 1 Ca).	 During
the previous reporting period, 	 this problem was studied for the
i
special case when the capability function y is phasewise structure
•	 based	 (see	 [ 2],	 Section 3.2.2)	 in the sense of Esary and 3iehms
I
( 8J.	 In this case, we proposed and illustrated an iterative
method of computing the trajectory set probabilities associated with theI
I
"success" level of a two-level accomplishment set.
	 (See	 [2],
pp. 43-47.)	 During the current reporting period, we have inves-
tigated extensions of this computational method to i) 	 any "Cartesian"
I
trajectory set, 	 and ii)	 phased base,modelsthat are not necessarily-
stationary Markov processes.
3.4.1	 Phased Models
Borrowing from the terminology of earlier work concerning
', I
"phased missions"	 (see	 [	 ],	 for example),	 a-model of a totali
I
system is h^ ased if the observation times in the utilization
period	 is	 finite, ;i.e.,
T'=	 {tVtl
	 ... ,tk}
where	 t D	 <" t 1 <	 ...	 <	 t k .	 The	 interval	 [t m _ l ,tm] ,	 1	 m_,^ k,
is referred to as the mth phase.	 Although phased models appear
,I
at the outset to be quite restricted, 	 this is not the case, for
i
{
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given a non- phased model, there often exists a phased model where
performability is the same as that of the non- phased model. In
general, system models having the same performability will be
referred to as equivalent models. In other word-, a total system
model with capability function y and base model probability
T
function Pr is equivalent to a second model with capability r
}
function Y and probability function Pr if and only if for all
accomplishment levels a c A
Pr (y-1 (a))	 Pr (y 1 (a)) Y
d
Much of the traditional reliability analysis is facilitated by the
fact ` that eg ivalent phased models
	
(often single-phased) 	 can ,be
used to evaluate system reliability.
To illustrate this point, consider a typical continuous time
Markov model of a TMR system (with a perfect voter) where the
simplex system has failure rate a,	 i.e.,	 the Markov process
XS =	 {Xtit e T}	 is represented by the ,graph
to {
i
3a
2C7
a
2a
II
f	 3a
If the utilization period is T = [t o , t l ]	 and the accomplishment
set is A =	 {a O , a1 }	 (where a 0 = success and a l 	failure),	 then-
the capability function is given by:
'
I
a 0
	if u(t)	 e	 {1,2},, d	 t	 e	 T
ISM
a l otherwise
fT^
Y Y	 ,a
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Accordingly,
pS (ao)
_ Pr(YS^(a^)) =	 Pr({ulu(t)	 E	 {1,2},	 y	 t	 E	 T}).
However, since YS is structure based and the probability of
entering a success state (1 or 2)	 from the failure state	 (3)
is	 zero, there exists a one -phased model having the same perform-
ability. More precisely, consider the base model 7
-- o	 —1
i.e.,	 the new base model is a, pair of random variables describing
the state of the original model at the beginning and the end of
the utilization period. Furthermore, if we let YS be the function
a 0 	if u(t 1 )	 E	 {1,2}
YS (u)
al otherwise,
then
pS (a o ) = Pr (Y S 1 (ao))
l d
=	 P r(X	 E	 {1,21)
tl
=	 Pr({ulu( t1 )	 e	 {1,2}})
a
=	 Pr({uj	 S (u)	 =	 a o })	 + i
Pr({ uIY S (u)	 a0	 and u(tl )	 E	 {112}}).
Since Y (u)
—S a	
and u(t
0	 1
)	 e	 {1,2}	 imply that Pr({u})	 _ `0
—
p S (a o ) = Pr (YS1 (ao) )
= Pr({u,Y_S(u)	 = ao})
i
Pr(YS1(ao))
f
Thus, the single phase model is equivalent to the original model
C
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permitting performability (which, in this case, is reliability)
to be computed in terms of the state of the system at the end
of its utilization period.
Such single phase equivalents (or multiphase equivalents
in the case of phased missions) exist whenever traditional
reliability modeling assumptions are made with regard to the
intra-phase processes. Accordingly, we have continued our in -
I
vestigation of phased model evaluation methods, where the results
obtained during the current reporting period are discussed in
the subsections that follow.
3.4.2	 Performability Evaluation of Phased Models
Let S be a phased total system model	 (see Section 3.4.1)
with base model	 X	 state sace Q =	 { ql,q2,...,qn} 	 and utilizations^	 p
period T ,=	 { t O' t 1 .... ) tk 	Since the utilization period is
finite,	 the trajectory space of S can be represented by U	 Q k
X	 X Q, and the capability function is a function'Q
k'times	 k
Y :	 Q	 A
where k is the number of observation times.	 With regard to eval-
1-1
uating the probability of a trajectory set y	 (a)	 g Qk , we have
found that Cartesian trajectory sets are amenable to interactive
methods of evaluation.	 Accordingly, by decomposing y-1 a	 into
a finite number of disjoint Cartesian subsets, Pr(y 	 (a)) can be
evaluated in -a straight-forward manner.
As defined in Section 3.3, a trajectory set V 9.Qk is Cartesian
k	 thif V	 X	 E i (V) where ^ i (V)	 is the projection of V onto the i
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coordinate. Note that the projection ^ i (V) provides one with a
method for examining the state of the system at the ith observation
time t i with respect to the trajectory set V. Thus, the coordina-
tization system used here is temporal rather than the more
general case (both temporal and spatial) discussed in Section 3.3.
As demonstrated in Section 3.3.2.2, Cartesian sets are
characterized by the notion of R-independent coordinate sets.
Thus, a test for determining whether a set is Cartesian is to
determine R-dependencies between its coordinates.
For each i (V) , let 3 i U E: Q 1^.(u) E ^.(V)} be the setC
of all state trajectories in U that assume values in C i (V) at
the i th observation time. Using the notation developed in the
previous section, B i can be expressed as
B U B
V (s)
SE i m^	 i
Moreover, the probability of 3 i can be expressed as a one-dimen-
sional distribution of the base model XS-, i.e.,
-P r(B i )	 P(fw Xt (w) c: Ci(v)))
(see Section 3.1).
When V is a Cartesian set, it is clear that V can be repre-
sented as the intersection of those rather elementary sets Bi' i.e.,
k
V	 Xi=l qi(V)
k
fl
By iteratively applying the definition of conditional probability, 1
it is also clear that
k-2
Pr (V)	 Pr (Bk
	 fl 
B'i ) Pr (Bk	i n Bi)
Pr(B 2 IM,)Pr (Bl)
Since each term in the product involves only elementary sets
3 , ' we show in the following discussion (see equation 3.4.1)
that Pr(V) can be determined iteratively using matrix multiplications.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the initial time
t 0	0 and we let 1(0) denote the initial state distribution
for the base model, that is,
1(0) = 1P l (0)I ... I Pn(0)1
where P i (0)	 Pr[XtO = q i ], ' l < i < n. Let P(m) be the state
transition matrix of the i th phase of the base model XSY i.e.,
P (M)	 =	 [ P (m) ' ]i j
where P	 (m)	 = Pr (X	 = q j I Xij	 t	 t qi)m	 M-1
For each phase m (1 < m < k),	 let G(m)	 denote the character-
istic matrix of the mth phase, i.e.,	 G(m)	 =	 [g ij (m)] where
1	 if i = j	 and q i F- Em(V)
g ij (M)	 =
0 otherwise
For the final phase, we define a characteristic vector
f	 (I':)
F(k)
f(k)
n 	 J
where
1 if q i	 k(V)fi(k)
0-otherwise
Then as a special case of the more general formula proved in
Theorem 3, the probabilit y of the Cartesian set V can be formu-
lated as
7-7
-S2-.
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Pr(V)	 =	 1(0) 11
	 P ( i ) G ( i ) P(k)F(k).	 (3.4.1)
Given the above result concerning Cartesian sets, an important
step inevaluating Pr(y 	 (a))	 is to express y -
	(a)	 in terms of
Cart7d-§'!4if' components.	 Thus,	 if Y
	
(a)	 Vi where
{V i ii	 1,2,...,m}	 are Cartesian sets and V i
 
n v	 0	 if i	 4[hen
m
Pr(y	 (a))	 E	 Pr(Vi)j=l
and hence performability can be calculated by summing the proba-
bilities of Cartesian sets. __The existence of the set
	
{Vil-i
1,2,...,m}	 can be shown as follows. 	 Since each singleton set
fu e U} is	 a Cartesian set,	 by definition,: y -1 (a)	 U	 {u}
UEY	 (a)
satisfies the above conditions. 	 However,	 in practical situations
where y	 (a)	 is very large each singleton set will have negligible
probability and the cumulative error resulting from the sum of a
large number of single probabilities will generally be intolerable
To avoid this enumeration approach,:we have developed a method
(see	 Section	 3.5.4.2)	 for determining	 {Vi li =	 1,...,ml	 in a systematic
manner, using a hie-rarchical formulation of the capability function.
3.4.3	 Simplification of Phased Models
Let S be-a phased total system model with base model
XS	{Xt	ji
where t	 < t 1 <	 < t k and where each random variable Xtakes0 t
values in the state space
{q l pq	 p2 0 ...q n}
Since the phased base model X S
 may have been derived from a
larger equivalent model XS
 (e.g., a continuous-time Markov model),
the state space Q may be much larger than needed to distinguish
accomplishment levels via the capability function of the phased
model.	 Accordingly, we have continued to pursue our investigation
of state "lumping" methods which can further simplify the evalua-
tion of state trajectory set probabilities.	 (See	 [12],	 for example,
where a Markov model with 146 states is reduced to a model with
11 states.)	 In particular, we have conducted a more detailed
-t
study of "Michigan lumping" wherein different lumping relations'
can be associated with different phases of the phased model.
In general, we define the lumping relation of phase m
(1 .< m < k)	 to be an equivalence relation _ m on the state space
Q.	 The partition of=m is denoted
Qm _	 {ml,m2,...,mbm}
S
where bm is the number of equivalence classes 	 (lumps) of the
lumping relation= m .	 Each equivalence class mi is a subset of b
the state space -Q where,	 if r e mi,	 then
mi	 {q c QJq =m r}
To 'illustrate,' suppose S is a triplicated _system with state space
Q =	 {0,1} 3 , where q	 (0,0,0)- means all three	 subsystems are
fault-free and, at the other 'extreme, q =	 (1,1,1)	 says that all-
three subsystems are faulty. 	 Supposing further that there is
only one phase with the lumping relation
q _1 r	 if q and r represent the same
number of faulty subsystems
-53-
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then the corresponding partition (lumping) is given by:
	 i
Q 1 = {11,12,13,14}
where
11	 =	 { (0, 0 , 0) }
12	 =	 { ( 1 , 0 , 0 ), ( 0 , 1 ,0),(0 , 0 , 1 )}	 s
13	 =	 {(1,1,0),(1,0,1),(0,1,1)}
14	
{(1,,1,1)}
In general, given m lumping relations, one for each phase,
we can associate a lumped base model X S
 with the original phased
base model XS by defining .X S as follows:
XS 	_	 {Xm^m	 =	 0,1,...,k}
where if m = 0 then
X 0	 li if 
x 
	 E 1 	 (1 <'i < bl)
0
and if 1 < m	 k then
Xm_ = mi if Xt	 E mi	 (1 ` i < bm)
M.
(The variables Xt ,	 0 < m < k, are the random variables of the
m
phased base model X S .)	 For a lumped model to be useful, it must
be compatible with the capability function Y in the sense that
system performance canbe determined knov,ing the state trajectory
of XS at times tl,t2,...,t 	 More precisely,	 if U is the trajectory
space of the phased model then two trajectories u, u' 	 E U are
e
equivalent
	
(denoted u = u')	 if u(t )	 -	 u'(t 	 for m =	 1,2,...,k.
m	 m	 m
Then we require that the lumping relations -	 be such that
i
m
j 	 u = u'	 implies
	 Y (u)	 = y,(u')
a: 
^^ AL
..
^ !
-SS-
for all u, u '
 c D. Under this condition, the tr a jectory space
— of Y can' be effectively regard e d as the space
—
'=0 xO x
	 '.o^ O~	
`l	 `2	 ^^	 `k
and the induced capability function Y:U -* A is given by
.	
^^	 `^
`
^
'
	
	 `	 !
where
'
=
for ^Om^ [Ii	 2i	 rlci, ) E: \7r ^'	 "	 `	 l ' 	3n^^^	 ^^	 '	 |	 /YV 	 ^ l}	 '	 ''	 `	 `	 ^
in particular, it follows that
and, more generally, that
Given the above definitions of Y and Pr I it is easily verified
that the lumped. model is equivalent to the original phased model.
Altbough the probability function Fr is ,well defined for arbitrary
lumping relations, the lumpings may be such that Fr is very diffi-
cult to evaluate, due to the fact that lumping does not, in geHeral,
preserve special stochastic properties. For example, if the phased
base model X is a stationary Markov process, a lumped model 	 is
generally neither stationary nor Markovian. This problem is
addressed in the subsections that follow, beginning with the case
y[I1 ,2i
	
^^ l = y(u l
`	 l	 2"'''   	 k)' ~
`
where u is any tr ajectory
 l^^ D such t^^^ u[t l c ^i '^ no = l ^ 2 ,° ° . ,.k.' ^u-	 m	
`	
—
	
.	
-- ,
	
'
Finally, if \7 !^ D the induced J?
	
erobab^Iity function ^r o^ t^
`	 `	 `
	
-	 ^	
'
lumped model is given by
'
—
r(V) = Pr/IVl
where the lumpings are unrestricted.
We suppose first, as in the previous subsection,
	 that the
structure of the trajectory set in question is Cartesian, that
is, V S U where
k
V	 X	 ^ i (V)	 ,
i=1
f
or,	 alternatively,	 letting R 	 =i(V),
V= R	 x R	 x ... x R1	 2	 k
Then the objectsof study are a) 	 the probability
Fr(V)	 =	 Fr(Y	 e Rl ,	 X 2 	e	 R2,	 ...,	 Xk e Rk)
and	 b)	 its formulation in terms of the probability function Pr
of the	 (unlumped) phased model.
We begin by considering the more restricted problem, that
of evaluating the one-dimensional probabilities
Pr(,X	 E	 R Q )	 Q	 =	 1, 2,	 ..,k
Relative to the m th phase of the phased model, define
' y
P(M) _ [ p 	(m ) ]i j
where
pij (m)
	 _ Pr(X t 	mj jXt	 e-mi)
m	 m-1
i.e., the probability of being in lumped state mj	 at the mth
observation time given that the phased model state is in lump n1i
at the beginning of the mth phase.	 Thus p(m)	 is the init ial t o
final stat e transition matrix of the m th phase.	 For all but the
final phase define
H ( m )	 _	 [h i	 ( m ) ]
J s^
where
hij (m)
	
= Pr (X t 	e	 (m +	 1) j ^ Xt
	
E mi)
m	 m
i.e., the probability of being in state (m + 1)j at the beginning
of the m + 1 t phase given that the lumped model is in state mi
at the mth observation time. 	 Thus H(m)	 is the interphase tran-
sition matrix between phase m and phase m + 1. 	 Note that the
above matrices are definable beginning with an arbitrary process XS.
Let I(0) be the initial state probability distribution of the k
5
lumped model XS ,	 i.e.,
1 ( 0 )	 _	 [P 1 ^P2> ..: )Pb	 ]
l
where
pi = Pr (Xt	 E li)	 = ^r (X0 = li)
Let J(R) be the state probability distribution of X S at the end of
phase Q,	 i.e.,
J(Q)	 =	 [-r	 ,...;r
	
],l	 bQ
;F
where
r 
	
= Pr (Y.
is the probability of being in state Ri at the 
tth 
observation
time. Then	
'Q-1
Theorem 1:	 J (Z)	 _" 1(0) R	 P(m)H(m) P Cz)	 (3.4.4) .
m=1
Proof: We prove this by induction. 	 For k = 1
J(1)	 =	 I(0)P(1)	 =	 [al,...,a,...,ab	]i1
where
b
a j	 =	 E l	 Pr(Xt	e	 li) • Pr(Xt	e lj IXt	e `1i)
-1	 0	 1	 0 t
^ o^
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'
b	 '	
'
l	 .
|
^
'
=	 C	 PT (X	 s	 l ] *	^}{	 c	 Iil`	 t	 t	 'i = I	 I 0
'
'
= Pr (X	 o	 ljl	 = --r^^	 =	 I'l	 .|	 `	 t	 ~'	 -	 `~' l	''	 '
^
/
Suppose that the formula holds for Z, 1	 k < k, we have to
show that
When multiplied by H(Z)P(Z+I) on both sides, the equation for
J(Z) becomes
When we iteratively compute the matrix product on the left hand
side, beginning from the left, then the first two terms become
where
is the probability of being in state 	 (k+l)j	 at the beginning of
ththe Z+l	 phase.
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Finally , multiplying the product by the k+l th phase transi-
tion matrix,
J(k)H(9,)P(k+1)	 [dl,...pd	 P...'d b
where
b
d.
	
El
	 Pr (X	 6	 (9.+l)i) * Pr(X 6 (9,+l)j
	 X E: (Z+l)i)
tk+l	 tz
b Z+l
E	 Pr(X	 E:	 (-Z+l )i	 X	 E	 (Z+l)i)t	 ti=l	 Z+l	 k
Pr (X	 6	 (R+1) j)
	 Fr (Y, + ,
	
(R+1) j)
tp,+l
Thus
J(Z+l)	 J(Z)H(,Z)P(Z+l)
1(3) T1	 P (m )H(M )Im	 I
P(P,+l)
which completes the proof.
If we compare equation 3.4.4 with the formula onipage 44 of
the Second Semi-Annual Status Report, we note that it does not
involve the Gand F matrices.	 It is used solely to compute the
probability (mass) 	 function of the random variable XQ
	
(the state
of the lumped process at the Zth observation time)..	 Also,	 it is
important to note that this formula applies to an arbitrary
phased base model X	 and, in particular, the lumped proess XS	 c	 S
need not be Markov.
Let us now consider the problem addressed at the outset of
this subsection,	 i.e., the probability evaluation of a Cartesian
trajectory set
V	 R	 x R	 .	 Rx	 . 	 X	 Q1	 2	 k
Pr (V) = Pr (X 1 e RIP X 2 e R 2 ,	 ... , Xk e R0 .
Extending the G and F matrices ofthe previous subsection to
the phased base model XS , let G(m) denote the characteristic
matrix of the mth phase	 (1 < m < k) ,	 i.e., ti
G(m) =	 [ g ij (m)]
where
1 if i= j	 and - mi a Rm
g lj (m)	 _ ,
0 otherwise
s^
and for the final phase (m=k) we define a characteristic vector
f1(k)
F (k)
fbk (k)
where
1 if ki E Rkf. (k)
0 otherwise
I
'	 We first prove a lemma which is a generalization of the
iterative formula a
Pr (X 1 a R1 , X2 E: ... ,	 Xk e	 Rk)
I(0) ' 1	 P(m)G(m)H(m)mI1 _P(k)F(k) (3.4.5)
For each R,, k =	 1,2,...,k,	 let UR, be the 'union of all the
equivalence classes contained in RQ',	 i.e.,
URA =
	 U	 R,i l
RicR
hljx..
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For each phase m, except the final phase, define
K(m)	
_	 [ k ij (m)],
	
m =	 1,2,...,k-1,
where
k ij (m)	 _ Pr(X t 	e	 (m+l)j lX t 	e mi, X t	 e URm-1'	 ..-•,Xt	 e URl).m	 m	 m;-1	 1
The matrix K(m)	 is similar to the interphase transition matrix
H(m) except that the interphase transition probabilities are now
conditioned by the first m-1 components of the Cartesian set V. x
Hence K generally depends on V while H does not.
	 (Condition
r
'under which K'can be identified with Hare a subject of later
discussion.)- a
To compute Pr (V) in terms of the matrices P (m) , G(m),  F (m)
and K(m), we assume further that the lumping relations_ m
 are
compatible with the phased model X S to t-he Extent that transition
probabilities are invariant over the states in a lump. 	 More
precisely, we say that X S is s trongly lumpable with respect to _ m
A
if for all mi, mj	 e Qm, the probabilities
Pr ( Xt	 e mj J X t	 q)
m	 M- 1
^
are the same for all q e mi. -`A lumped modelXS is strongly lumped
if XS is strongly lumpable with respect to all	 m = 1,2,...,k.m ,
Although we refer to such lumping as "strong", it can be
shown that the usual type of stationary Markov chain lumping (i.e.,
where the Markov property is preserved relative to all initial
state distributions) 	 is 'strong in the above sense (see, for
example,	 [141, P.	 124).	 In particular, all the work we have
seen concerning Markov model simplification for reliability
s
`^ 1
v
2
e
analysis has utilized strong lumping. Thus, strong lumping, as
defined above, is not a severe constraint. Indeed, our concept
of a strongly lumped process X s is weaker than the usual type
of strongly lumped process which presumes the use of a single
lumping relation throughout the utilization period.
In terms of the above concepts we are able to prove the 	 1
following important lemma.
Lemma 1: If XS is strongly lumped then
k-1
	
Fr ( x1 e Rl ,...,xk E Rk ) = 1 ( 0 )	 11 P(m)G(m)K(m) P ( k) F (k). (3.4.6)m=1
Proof: We show this by induction. When k = 1,
1(0)P(1)F(1)	 E	 Fr(X 1 = lj) _ 'Fr (X1 e Rl).
1j FR1
Suppose that the formula holds fork = k that is
J
Fr(^'l c R1,X2 E R2, ... , Xk c Rk)
k-1	
1
= 
I(C ,) n P(m)G(m)K(m) P(k)F(k).
m=1
	
,.
Then
k
I(C) R P(m)G(m)K(m) P(k + 1)F(k + 1)
m=1'
-1
I(p) k R _ p(m)'G(m,) K(m) p( k)G ( k) K(Z)p(Z+1)F(Z+1)
m=1
= A1K(Z)P(Q+l)F(k+1)
where
	
Al-	 b ]	 ^';,
	
r	 k	 '
and I
17r(Y	 E;	 E:	 R 9,	 kj)	 if zj	 R
a.
0 otherwise
by applying the equation for k	 k.
When we iteratively compute the matrix product, beginningt.from
the left, then the first two terms become s
A	 A	 K(k)	 [cl,...,c2 J	 b Z+l
where b
of i E l	 ai	 kij (YI)
E	 R ].I.,. . )x	 E	 R
PUER
:Pr (X 	 E: 	 k+1 )J	 X	 E	 ki ' X	 E: UR Z	 0 *ot	 t	 t Z-1	
—1)px ^t-. 7 E:	 URl)
E	 Pr(X t	 F- URl' O. " Xt 	 c URZ-lP Xt	 C	 ki'X t	 C. (Y,+')))kiF—R	 k k
Pr(X	 c URl' ... ) x	 e URX
	 6	 (Z+l)j)t	 t	 k't1	 k
The next partial product is the result of multiplying A
	 by
2
the transition matrix P(Z+l) which yields:
A	 A2(P(Z+l)	 [dl,...fd	 f ... pd3	 b k+1
where b
d	 c P	 (k+l)i ij
bk+1
E	 C i PT(X t. 	C	 (Z+I)jlx t 	E	 (Z+l)i)Z+I
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Since X	 isS strongly lumpable with respect to the	 glum inP	 p ^,	 d
relation = k+1	 , Pr (Xtk=
	
(k+l) j) X
tk q)
+1
.
is . -the same for every q e	 (k+l)i.	 Let p denote this common
probability and consider the events
i
A = Xe
	
(k+l)jt+1
k
B = Xt	 e	 (Q,+l) i,
	 X t e URQ+`l, ... ,X t	 e URl
k+l k	 1
r
C _ Xt	
(Q+1)i
k
Then, since B C,	 there is a subset R of the lumped state	 (k+l)i
such that
B = X	 Rc t
k
Accordingly,
Pr (AB)
Pr(AIB) - ----
P r (B) 1
i	 where
Pr (AB)	
_	
E	 Pr (A I X t = q ) Pr ( X t	 _ q)
I
qeR	 k k
L
Since Pr (A X t	 = q)	 =- p for all q e R,'
r
Pr (AB)	 _	 Z	 p• Pr (Xt = q)
qeR_	 k -
p • E	 Pr (X = q)tkqeR
p Pr (B)
-.n
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Accordingly
P'Pr(B)
Pr(A}B) _	 = p
Pr (B)
In particular, when B = C
Pr(AIC)	 P
s
and, hence
Pr(AIC')	 =	 Pr(AIB)
In other words,
Pr (Xt
+1	
E	 ( Q+1 )J l Xt 
Q 
e	 ( Q+l ) i)	 = Pr (Xt
+1 
E ( Z+ 1):l	 X 	 E	 ( Q+ 1) i,
2
R Q k
Xt 	E UR9" ..., x 	 E UR1)
. Q 1
Strong 	 abilit	 therefore allows us
	 o forget lu_ P	 Y	 t 	  the pas tg	 P_ a
history when determining the intraphase transition probabilities.
Accordingly, by replacing Pr(AIC) with Pr(AIB)	 in d.,
7
bQ
+1
d.	 =	 E	 Pr(Xt	 E	 (Q+l)i,Xt	E URQ,_...,Xt E URl)
=1iR	 2 1
ePr (X	 Z*1	 X	 E(	 t	 (	 )J^	 t
k+
k+1(	 )i,Xt e UR R ,	 ..,Xt	 e	 UR1)
1	 k R, 1
bQ+1
=	 E	 Pr(X	 E	 (Z+l)J,X	 E
tRtQ
(Q+l)i,X
tQ
E	 UR	 ,	 ...,X	 E	 UR	 )
tl	 1 Ii=1	 +1
= Pr (Xt	 E'(R,+1) J ,Xt	 E UR R , ... , X t	 _ e UR1)R+1	 Q 1
Pr ( X 1	 E	 R 1 , X 2	 e- R 2 ,	 ...
 , X Q	 >r' R Q , X Q+1 (,Z+l) j )
The product is completed by multiplying A3 by the characteristic
vector F(k+1) of the 'final phase, that is,
r
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i
I(0) R	 P(m)G(m)K(m)P(Q +1)F(Q+1)
M=l
_ A 3 F (R,+1)
=	 E	 -PT (X 1	 e R19 X 2	 e	 R 2 .,.,XZ E RZ,Yz	 1 = (9,+1)j)
( 9.+1 ) jERk+ 1 s
Pr(X 1	e Rl ,X 2	 E R2,	 ..., X Q+ l	 E RZ +l)
Thus, equation 3.4.6 holds for all 2 <_ k, which completes the
proof of Lemma 1.
Note that	 in proving the lemma, we did not use the assumption 3
that XS is strongly lumpable with respect to 
`1 and hence we can
r;
relax the hypothesis and require only that X s be strongly lumpable
with respect to =m, m'= 2,3,...,k.	 However,
	
in order to simplify
the calculation of the transition probability matrix P(1) associated
with the first phase, it is convenient to assume that Xs is strongly
lumpable for all phases.	 This remark applies as well to the
subsequent results concerning the evaluation of Pr(V).
Although Lemma 1 provides us with relatively unrestricted
closed form formulation of Fr(V), its disadvantages derive from
the fact that the K(m) matrices may be difficult to obtain in
practical applications.	 In particular, K(m) will generally depend r.'
on V as well as XS and, moreover, will generally depend on the
history of XS prior to phase m.	 The latter objection disappears
when the lumping relations are such that
s
Pr(X t	e	 (m+l)jlx	 E mi,X	 e URm-1,...,Xt	 c URl)
m	 m	 m-1	 1
Pr (X	 e	 (m+l )
 j l Xt	a mi)	 (3.4.7)
t
 m
for all (m+l)j
	
e Qm+ l and mi e Qm.
r
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Recalling the definitions of K(m) and H(m), the preceding condi-
tion is just the condition which guarantees that K(m) H(m).
Accordingly, we obtain the following specialization of Lemma 1.
Theorem 2:	 If X S is strongly lumped, V = R 1
 x R 2 x ... x R 	 and
equation	 (3.4.7)	 holds	 for m =	 1,2,...,k-1,	 then
-1
Pr(V)	 = I(0) II	 P(m)G(m)H(m)
[mk
P(k)F(k) (3.4.8)
=1 ^
i
Since equation (3`.4.7) depends on the specific nature of the
Cartesian set V, for a fixed strongly lumped model X S , the hypoth-
esis of Theorem 2 may hold for certain trajectory sets V but not
for others.	 Accordingly, we have sought to identify even stronger
conditions under which equation	 3.4.8	 will hold for arbitrary
Cartesian trajectory sets.,
Lemma 2:	 If X S is strongly lumped then equation 3.4.7 holds for
all Cartesian sets V and for all phases m, if and only if
Pr(X	 a	 (m+l)i	 (X	 E mi	 X	 e	 (m-1)i	 ,...,X E	 litm	 +1	 -1mI	 tm	 m^	 tm-1	
m tl 1_
=	 EPr(X 	m+ l 1	 E mi(	 t	 (	 )	 ^ X t	 m)+lm (3.4.9) M 	 m
for all m = 1,2,...,k-1, 	 and for all
	
(m+l)im+l e Qm+ l,mim E Cm.
Proof:	 Suppose equation 3.4.7 holds for all Cartesian sets
k
V _	 X	 Ri, then by taking R i to be the singleton set - fkiR},
i	 =1
;
Pr(X	 E	 (m+l)iIX	 E ml	 X	 E	 (m'1)1	 ...
m-1' X	 E li 
m+1	 tmtm	 m'	 tm-1_ tl	 1
i
j	 = Pr(X 	 E	 (m+1 ) im+1(Xt	 E mim)
M	 m ;.
Conversely, when equation 3.4.9 holds for every ki C QP
1,2,...,m+1, then
Pr(X t e (m+l)jlx t E mi MIxt	 F- URM-1)...,x t
	
URl)
m	 m	 M-1
E	 Pr(X	 E (M+l)jlXt	 t E mi 'x t
	
E (M-l)i M-11— P
ki eR	 M	 m	 M-1
Pr(X t
	
E (M-l) im-ll ... ,x
 t C lit)M-1
	 1
tX	
lil).
Pr(Xt	URM-11...'x	 F- URM-1
	
t 1	 1
Pr(X t 6 (m+l)jlx t E: Mi)
Pr(X 
t	 e (M-l)i m-1 I ... 1X t E "iM-1	 1
ki z E:R
z 
Pr(X t	 e URM-1 1 ' .. ) x t c UR 1M-1	 1
Pr(Xt e (M+i)jlx t E Mi)-1	 Pr(Xt E: (m+1) j X t C mi)m	 m	 m	 m
which shows equation 3.4.7.
Combining Lemma 2 with Theorem 2, we obtain the following
result: - - -
Theorem 3: If YS is strongly lumped and equation 3.4.9 holds for
eachphase m, m=l,...,k-1, then for any Cartesian trajectory set V
[mk - 1
lyr (V)	 I(0) 11 P(m)G(m)H(m) P(k)F(k)
	
•
Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we observe that XS is,a
Markov process (but not necessarily stationary). This can be
demonstrated as follows.
Pr(Xm + l = (m+l)jIXm = mi
m' Xm-1	 (m_1)lm-1,...,Xl = lil)
= Pr(X t 	 E (m+l)jlx	 E mim ,Xt 	 E (m-1)lm-1,..-Xt E lil)
m+l	 m	 m-1	 1
E	 Pr(Xt	 E (m+l)j lxt E (m+l)i,X t a mim,...,(m+l)iEQm+l	 m+l	 m	 m A
i
X t E li l ) - Pr (X t E (m+l) i	 ,...,X	 E liXt E mim	 t	 1)1	 m	 m	 1
E	 Pr(Xt	 E (m+l)j lXt E (m+l)i)
(m+l)ieQm+l	 m+l	 m
`'Pr (Xt E (m+l) i l X t E mim)
M	 m
Pr (X	 E (rn+l) j l X	 E M 
i tm+1	 tm	 m
Pr (Xm+ l - (m+l 1 ; Xm - mim)
Hence,XS satisfies! the Markov property.
Moreover, if we extend the definition of the interphase
b;
transition matrices so that H(0) is the identity matrix, i.e.,
H(0)	 [ h ij (0)]
wherej
	
	 1 if i=j
h i (0)j	 0 otherwise
then the transition probabilities of XS associated with phase m 'i
can be expressed as a matrix
P(m)	
(pij (m))
where
a
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Pi. (m) = Fr (Y = mj 1 Y 	 (m-1)3	 m	 m
= Pr (X t M E: Mj IX t M-1 E (M-1)i)
E Pr (X t E: MjIX t E mk) - Pr(X t E: MkIX tMZE:QM 	 	 M-1	 M-1	 M-1
b m
E p t" (m)h i P, (M-1)Q=1	 3
C (m-1)
4
Accordingly,
F(m)	 = H(m-l)P(m)
and equation 3.4.8 can be represented in a more convenient form:,
k-1
Tr (V)	 1(0) 11	 -9(m)G(M) V(k)F(k)	 (3.4.10)
m 
=1 J
Since h (m) generally depends on the observation time tevenij	 M
when X S is stationary, the transition probabilities Tij (m) may
not be the same for different phases. 	 Hence XS is-a time varying
Markov process.
Although Theorem 3 provides us with a formula for evaluating
the probability of an arbitrary Cartesian trajectory set V, it has
the disadvantage that equation 3.4.9 has to be verified with
respect to all possible sequences of lumped states X	 e mi	 wheret 
M	 M
mi
m
 e Q.) m. = 1,2,...,k.	 Thus in order to further simplify the
computation, we have identified the following stronger condition.
By applying arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we
show that equation 3.4.9 holds when the probabilities
Pr (X	 F-	 (M+l)i,	 1 ( xt	 q)t M	 m+M
are the same for all q 6 mi 
m	
Hence, we obtain the following
important result.
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Theorem 4: If XS
 is strongly lumped and for all m e {1 2,...,m-1},
(m+l)j a-Qm+l, and mi e Qm the probabilities
Pr (X t e (m+ 1) j l X t = Q)
m	 m
are the same for all q e mi, then
y
k-i
Fr (V)	 =	 I (0) II	 P (m) G (m) H (m) P (k) F (k)
m=1
for all Cartesian trajectory sets V.
Theorems 2-4 tell us, under successively more stringent
conditions, how the probability of a Cartesian set V may be
iteratively computed from knowledge of the intraphase processes
i
(the P matrices),	 the'intexphase transitions	 (the K or H matrices),
and the set V (the G and F matrices).	 Under the conditions of
Theorem 4, the P and H matrices are relatively easy to obtain.
Under the weaker conditions of Theorem 3, it appears difficult
to determine whether these conditions are indeed satisfied,
although we have not as yet had enough experience with such
calculations to judge the extent of the difficulty. 	 A similar
comment applies to the even weaker conditions of Theorem 2.
However, we do believe that the theory developed above demonstrates
the feasibility of "Michigan lumping", i.e., lumping a phased
model' according to the computational requirements of each phase
as opposed to "homogeneous lumping" which uses the same lumping
relation_ throughout the utilization interval. {
During the next reporting period we intend to more fully
explore the practical implications of these lumping-methods by
-/2
experimenting with various types of base models and various types
of Cartesian sets. We also wish to explore weaker types of
lumping which result in nonequivalent models, but where the
nPrfnrmahility of the lumned model closel y annroximates that
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3.5 Hierarchical Modeling of an Air Transport Mission
Several prototype air transport models have been examined
in the course of the present reporting period. Below we report
in detail on one such model._ This is a comprehensive example
and should serve to illustrate some of the concepts discussed
in the previous sections. In particular, the uses of capability
C
	
+4	 (S
	
c i	 t"o	 3°2 2)	 rtia'	 b'l't f	 t'	 (S	 t'unons	 ec i n	 pa	 i capa i i y	 unc ions	 ec ion
I	 3.3.1)	 and interlevel translations	 (Section 3.3.1)	 are demon-
strated, while ,state spaces, utilization periods,
	
trajectory
spaces and trajectories 	 (Section 3.1.1)
	
are explicitly shown.
In addition, the evaluation of performability is exhibited.
j
This section is organized as follows.	 First, some notational
conventions are set forth (Section 3.5.1).. 	 Then,	 starting from
an informal general description (or concept) of a specific air
transport mission, an accomplishment set is defined in Section
3.5.2_.	 The particular mission is an 'extension of the mission
discussed in the second Semi-Annual Status Report 	 [2].
	
With
I
some broad assumptions concerning the aircraft, the upper
I
^
level models of a model hierarchy were constructed. 	 Section	 -
3.5.3 describes the resulting models.' This part of the hier-j
I
archv consists of three levels _- the mission level, the aircraft
f
task level, and the computational task level.	 (A fourth level,
the computational hardware level, will be 	 discussed	 later.)	 +
Some of the techniques used to characterize the models at the
I	
upper levels have been delineated in the first two Semi-Annual
Status Reports [1-2].	 However, in the presentation given in
this report,	 i n t 	 r level translations- have been introduced,
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other defining quantities such as state spaces have been
explicitly stated, and the overall discussion has been formal-
ized.
Next, Section 3.5.4 reports on a calculus being developed
which uses the interlevel translations to determine the
trajectory preimages of the capability function,
	 i.e., Y
(See Section 3.3.1.)	 With this calculus,	 the partial capability
functions at each of the first three levels were derived.
These are presented in Section 3.5.5.
The final segment of Section 3.5 discusses the perform-
ability evaluation (over the total system) of three computers.
The three computers are different configurations of four
modules of equal computational power. 	 A computer hardware level
model was constructed for each computer and placed in the
hierarchy.	 Section 3.5.6 describes these models. 	 Thus, a
te hierarchy was evolved for each computer. 	 Fromsepara 	 these
hierarchies, three capability functions were determined, as
reported in Section 3.5.7.	 The capability functions were then
evaluated over several sets of utilization intervals and com-
puter failure rates.
	
Section 3.5.8 discusses METAPHOR, a software
aid in performability evaluation.package being developed to .
I
Finally, METAPHOR is used to evaluate the three computers.
3.5.1.	 Notational Conventions
Several convent i ons concerning notation used in this-
..
mission model have been adopted.	 These are presented here for
convenience.
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In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.3.1, important foundations were
established for the trajectory spaces U and U1 employed in the
evaluation of the capability function. 	 The existence of a
probability space	 (0, E	 P) underlying the total system was
postulated and the stochastic processes X 1 supporting the tra-
jectory spaces U 1 were characterized.	 Recognition of these
quantities is important, particularly to understand the stochastic
nature of the models used and to differentiate between trajectories
and the random processes which define them.
In the discussion of this mission model, no explicit
description of the probability space will be presented other
than assigning, probabilities to certain events.	 In
particular, specific references to outcomes
.
w e Q will be
dropped except where necessary for definition purposes.
	
This
f is a standard convention for random processes.	 Furthermore,
j the random process `X 1 underlying a trajectory space U1 will no
be expressly stated except again where necessary.	 Therefore af	
trajectory ucU l implicitly refers to a random process X 1 evaluated
jat	 some sample wcQ such that X 1 (w) = u.	 (See Section 3.1.1.)
I
For this treatment then, 	 a composite trajectory at level i
is a funct ion-u1:T 1 -> Q1	 where u1 (t) = X 1	 = X 1	 (w)	 for some
c	 c	 c'	 c	 c,t	 c,t
wen.	 T, is the i th level composite utilization period while Q1
i5 the ith level composite state space.	 The i th level composite
4 trajectory space is the set ,U1	 {ul} 	 {ul	 *01.	 In addition,C	 c	 c,w
ub :Tb -► Qb,	 ub (t)	 =' Xb- t
, Tb I Qb, and Ub_ are analogously defined
j	 for the basic process X .	 The ith level trajectory space is
thus U1	 = U^ 0 Ub
	
{ (UC,w' `u I	 wer2} .	 (See' Section	 3.1.2) .{
^.
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In this mission model,
generally delineate several
such as hardware subsystems
identifiable and ,helpful in
in Section 3.3._, Q and Qb
the random processes X 1 and Xb
system components, i.e., features
or behavioral functions which are
describing the system. As noted
can be coordinatized; the pro-
jection of X  t (Xb t) on a particular coordinate is called,
a composite (basic) variable. For the trajectories used, two
coordinates are employed._ One coordinate is the particular
component being observed, while the other coordinate is the
t
observation time.
Moe precisely, a'* trajectory u l c U 1 is first written as
a column'array:
ui_
ul _	 ^	 r
	
-	 ;
Ub
r
w ere IJC is the composite trajectory and U b' is the base	
E
i
tr jectory. In case the number of observation times at
lev 1 i is finite, expansion along the time coordinate
yiel d s the 'representation
!	 uc (t l ) u^ (t,2 )	 ul (tn)
u i =-- ------ - ------..-- -
	
^ ub (t 1 ) ub (t 2 ) .	ub (tn)
where T'	 ft l , t2 1	to}. If the composite and basic com-
ponents are respectively ul , u l	..., ul , and u , ulI	 cl	 c2	 cm	 b1	 b2
ub 	 then expansion along the component coordinate yields:
p	 ^i
-,^_,
~
'	 ~
`
\
`
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ul
Ub
Thus along both coordinates, the expanded representation is:
-78
Hi
A projection along a single time coordinate is referred to
as a trajectory observation. Similarly, a projection along
a single component will be called a component trajectory.
{	 For'instance
uc	 (tk)1	 ,
'I i
uc2 (t k^	 '
{
y
u^	 (tk ) r
m
u i (tk) 	 --1------^
i
ub
1 
(tk )	 i
ub	
(tk)
	 i
2
f	
u 	
(t k)
p 1
:.7	 a trajectory observation at time tk, while
F
u^_	 =	 uc	 (tl)	 u^	 (t 2 )	 ...	 ul	 (tn ) i `
is a component trajectory of the j th composite component.
The interval between the kt h and (k+l) t h sample is called
the (k+l) th phase.
As an example to clarify this notation and illustrate
i
its use, consider the 'following.	 Suppose, at 'hierarchy level
2,a model with two composite components (flight control system
(FCS) and navigation (NAV)) and''a single basic component	 (air
I	 traffic control	 (ATC)) has been constructed. Suppose \
 further that
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the utilization period involves three samples T = f t l , t 2_,  t 3).
To prevent the necessity of writing the level number with
every va ,.-iable of the model, the trajectory space at level 2
	
is called Y.	 A trajectory in Y is denoted y, while'
a variable in y denoting the j th composite component at the
k th observation time is written y 
CjItk' Thus, a trajectory
is represented by
	
vcltl
	 YCI't 
2	
Ycl It 3
	
FCS
	
y	 YC	 YC t	 YC t	 NAV
	
2 It l 	 21 2
	
21 3
-------- ---------------- -----
-
	
Yb j, t 1 	 yblIt 2 	 Yb1 1)It- ATC 1
Then with the obvious correspondence c1=1,  c 2 =2, b1=3,  t1=1,
t2 = 2,  and t 3 = 3, we write
	
y1l	 Y12	 Y13 FCS
	
Y	 Y21	 Y22	 Y23	
NAV
-------------------
	
Y 31	 Y32	 Y33	 ATC
J
Here the composite trajectory is
= 
yll Y12 Y13]
YC
Y21 Y22 Y231
while the basic trajectory is
Yb = IY 31. Y 32 Y331
where, for examnle, y,, is the state of the navieation system
'at the third observation time.
k.
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Finally a projection function jk (A) = a jkl where A is the
matrix [a pq ] (see Section 3.3. 2.1),_s frequently composed with
an interlevel translation. This is done to extract the parti-
cular portion of the function range which is of interest. As
an illustration, consider the level i composite model having
m components
U	 U	 U1	 ((u,	 u Ic	 Cl	 c M
	
CJ'W	 CmYW
where the U cj can be further coordinatized along time, U c (t Of
where t k c T 1 . Using the projection function, U c (t 0 will be
written 
^ jkUcI	 The interlevel translation from level i+l to
level i (assuiring level i+l exists) isi+l	 i+l	 i:U	 Ui+l c	 b	 U c
and to select the .  function: mapping Ui+l 0 Ui+l into U 1 (t
c	 b.	 c	 k )	^jkUclp
we- write i+l i+l
^jk'i+l:	 U c
	
I J h
We shall refer to	 i+l as the j th component function at
observation k.
!4
tY
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3.S.2 Miss..Jon Description and Accomplishment Set
We consider a basic air transport mission which can be
characterized as follows:
Mission Statement: "Transport passengers between two
points safely, conveniently and with
minimal fuel consumption."
The total system S	 (C,E,P,I.) is a flight control computer C
operated in the environment E of a portal-to-portal flight of a
commercial aircraft P within azi airline L. Specifically, -C is
the object system, _E is the environment system, P is the set of
	
H
a
related systems, and I, is the demand system. The user is in-
terested in fuel efficiency, timeliness and safety;
accordingly, the mission statement entails three actions which
I	 must be monitored to judge mission performance.
Mission Requirement Set
i) A given safety rate is to be attained.
ii) Inconveniences (diversions) are to be minimized.
iii) Fuel consumption is to be minimized.
Now we can specify a set of accomplishment levels
i
i A = {a 0 , a l) a 2 , a3, a4}
i where in general terms the following correspondences hold:
a0 = low fuel consumption, no diversion to an alternate
landing site, and no fatalities,
^	 1
a l = high fuel consumption, no diversion , and no fatalities,
f	 a^	 low fuel consumption, diversion, and no fatalities,
s
a 3	high fuel consumption, diversion, and no fatalities,
i
a4 = fatal crash.
The utilization period of the mission is taken to be
T = [0,T]	 To develop the model hierarchy, a top down approach'
t
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is used.	 Thus, the model at level i is generated and enlarged
before the model at level i+1	 (the next lower level) is
developed.	 In the process of characterizing level i,
we may not know which variables are to be expanded at level
i+1	 (i.e., which variables are composite)
	 and which variables
will not depend on lower level variables
	 (i.e., which variables
are basic).
	 Thus when variables are introduced no claim
is made as to whether they are composite or
basic.	 Only when the next lower level is constructA^-d do we
make such classifications.
'i
3.5.3.	 Higher Level Models
a
This section develops the models used at the first three
levels.	 These are the mission level, the- aircraft task level
y
a
and the computational task level.	 The model description
presented at each level consists of a set of random variables
7
a
characterizing the system at that level, the state space, the
'	 sample time set and the trajectory set.	 In addition,	 an
interlevel translation is defined at each level to connect
i
that level with the next higher level.
3.5.3.1	 Mission Level Model Development
Level	 0,	 the top level, describes those aspects of the
total system performance that the user considers important.
The model at this level thus characterizes the relevant factors
deemed pertinent for a mission..	 In particular, the model must
have a scope broad enough and a level of abstraction high
enough to support the accomplishment level_ descriptions. '.
For the given accomplishment levels then, an appropriate'
3
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scope for the top level is the air carrier, while a suitable
abstraction level corresponds to the mission itself. We will
therefore refer to this level as the "mission level." After
examining the verbal definitions of the accomplishment levels,
the mission level can be formally represented by a single
variable random process Z 	 X0 taking values in the state space
I
Q 	 {O'1}3
where the values	 Z-	 (z,,a 2 ,z 3 )	 of Z are interpreted as follows:
^O	 iE mission	 J-s	 fuel	 efficient
`l	 :1	 otherwise,
if mission is . not diverted
z	 - j(0
2	 1 otherwise
.,	 0	 if mission	 is	 safe
`3	 tl otherwise
	 fatal crash
-	 Since the model at this level is a single random variable,	 the
trajectory space coincides with the state space, 	 that is
Z =	 UO	 Q O	=	 {0,1 }3
7
A
1
We can now determine the interlevel translation K o between
the mission level trajectory space	 Z, and the accomplishment set
A.	 Table 1 specifies K 0 1	 Thus if we know the value zof the mission
variable
	
Z, we know t.he'mission's level of accomplishment. 	 For x
example, employing the array representation scheme discussed in
I. Section 3.5.1,	 the	 (degenerate) trajectory
Z - L0
0 i
says the mission resulted in low fuel consumption, no diversion
and no-fatalities,	 and accordingly Ko(z)	 = al.
ot
3 4
i
z ° ( Z l) z 2 , Z 3 )	 K {z}0 -.r
0	 0 0 a0
0	 0 1
a4
0	 1 0 a2 i
0	 1 1 a4
1	 0 0 a1
I	 0 I a4
1	 1 0 az
1	 1
I-
0 a4
Table 1
Definition`=
i
,able for K 0 : Z	 A.
y
I
I
^i
1
••,{
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3.5.3.2 Aircraft Functional Task Level Model Development
The next lower level, level 1, is an intermediate level
describing the performance of the aircraft with regard to the
total system. For this level, the scope will thus be the air-
craft, while the i.evel of abstraction will be the functional
tasks of the aircraft. Level ]. will therefore be referred to as
the "aircraft functional task level."
To construct the aircraft functional task level, we must
first determine an appropriate _set of random p rocesses with
;which to describe the level. F
However, to select such a set, we must first examine the system
properties we wish the processes to reflect.
For this simple model, assume that we know the
following characteristics about the aircraft in which the
computer is to be used:
a) For the missions in which the aircraft is utilized, a
the fuel capacity is such that if fuel consumption is
high for more than half of the mission time, the air-
craft runs out of fuel and crashes.
b) The aircraft has an autoland system which,
	 if working, _ r
will land the plane in any weather.
	 If autoland is
being used and fails',
	 the aircraa° •#. crashes.
c) The autoland system is used only in Category III
weather.
d), If at the initiation of landing, the fuel consumption
has been high for any part of the mission, autoland
will not be attempted.
	 Instead,	 the aircraft will be
y
diverted if Category III weather occurs. t^
..	 __	 +^+.m X^"'^+ -.	 ....__	 ...	 _	 ..	 _	 ^	 _	 nagc	 w.tkik•a1^'^C44^1'^R^[ .^ awi^^air_"
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e) If the aircraft crashes, fatalities will occur.
At this time, we will not consider factors affecting the mission
variables other than those mentioned above. In particular, we
ignore those elements of the total system upon which the
computer has no effect. Then from the above specifications,
we can write the following conditions for the mission variables
Zt
(0 if .fuel	 f`egulation works for the entire
Z	
__
1
mission 7
1
11 otherwise,
^1 if weather is bad at initiation of landing and
autoland is not available
z
2
I
0 otherwise,
/1
.
if either
t
a)	 fuel regulation works for less than half
of the mission time
or b)
	
weatheris bad at initiation of landing,
__
I	 Z 3 and autoland is available at that time x, but fails during landing
i
0 otherwise.
To
^
characterize the aircraft level, we will utilize a randor, i
I^	 process with
l	 1two variables,
	 Y = { XTL , XT }
	
where T
L 
is the time
at which landing is initiated.	 The 'state space is {
I
Ql	 _	
{ O	 1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
	
x	 {0,1}
f
where the values Y=	 (y ,y ) of Yhave the following meaningsl	 2
`t
`i
R 6 G
-H7'
I
0 if	 fuel regulation works for entire phase and
I autoland available at end of. cruise
4	
1 if	 fuel re gulation works entire phase but
1	 7. utTlanJ pl ot.availaLle at end of cruiseif	 ^ue	 regu at 	 wor s for time^	 I _TL /2 < t < TL
=	 1 3 if	 fuel regulation works for time t < TL/2y 
1 4 if	 fuel regulation works for entire phase, and
autoland successful
5 if	 fuel regulation works for entire phase, but
autoland not successful
6 if	 fuel regulation fails, but autoland successfuli 7 if	 fuel regulation fails and autoland fails,
^0 if	 non-Category III weather at end of cruise
Y2 =
1, otherwise.
With the
I
array representation of Section 3.5.1, a trajectory ycY
will be written
I
in the form a
.r
I
yll	 y12	
Control
I
YL	 Weather
21	
22 .J
bpi
>~
II
E-4	 a
w u
^+ {
	
+)
rd
where yl (y,l,yl2)	 are the variables denoting the control
systems of the aircraft	 (i.e.,	 fuel regulation and-autoland)
_
i and y2
	 (y21,y22) are the variables denoting_ weather the mission
C	 encounters.
i
To be logically consistent with th-.	 requirements of the
mission variables Z noted above, we can restrict the values that
I =.
-
,ate
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the y ij can take on.	 Thus,
yll	 e	 {0,1,2,3}
y1 2 	E	 {4'5'6'7}
Y21	 E	 {0,1}
Y 22	 =	 (i.e.,	 the
	
fictious state,
see Section 3.
	 ) F
That is, yll and y12 describe the control performance of the
aircraft in terms of the plane's fuel regulation and autoland
performance.	 The variable y21 samples the weather at the end
of the cruise phase._	 Since we are unconcerned with the weather
during the landing phase, the variable y 22 is assigned the
trivial	 state ¢.	 -The aircraft trajectory.s•pace 	 is hence
Y =	
U1	 =	 {0,1,2 ,
3}	
x	 {4,5,6,7}	
X	
{0,1}
With the above definition of Y, we are now able to state
the interlevel translation function betweenthe aircraft task
level and the mission level, 	 i . e. , _ K l : Y -+ Z	 Because each
component of Z is decomposed within level 1,	 Z = Zc	 U^ and so g
each component at level 0 is composite.	 Thus, K 1 maps into Z,
i
that is, K 1 :Y	 Z.	 Now K 	 can be broken into its component functions`
3
K1;Y	 ► 1Z
E 2 K 1 : Y
	E7Z
E3K1.Y }
 E3",
Then by matching the definitions 	 of* the y i p's with the defini-
tions of z l , z 21 and z3, the following functions are obtained:
8q_
;0 if ylle{0,1} and 712E f4,5}
^ 1 K1 (Y)
tl otherwise
1 if y 11 E{1,2,3}and Y 21 1E 2 r l (Y)
0 otherwise
1 if either
a) yll=3 or (Yll=2 and Y126 f6,7))	 x
3 K 1 (Y) _
or b) yl1 0 and Y12 e{5,7} and Y21 = 1
^O otherwise.
Note that we make two pessimistic and simplifying assumptions
regarding ^ KFirst, if the fuel regulation works for less
k
r
than half of the takeoff/cruise phase 	 (hence	 y l	= 3), then we
assume that the fuel regulation works for less than half of the
mission	 (hence l K l (y) = 1).	 This assumption is justified if
Pr	 (fuel regulation works for t <'TL/2
during	 [0,TLj)
Pr	 (fuel regulation works for t < T/2
during	 [0,T]).
Some basis for this claim lies in the fact that the takeoff/
cruise phase is usually significantly longer than the landing
phase, that is, TL » T-TL.
The second assumption is that if the fuel regulation fails
at all during the takeoff/cruise phase and then fails at all
during the landing phase, then the fuel regulation fails for at
least half of the mission.	 In other words,	 if y ll e{2,3} and
y12e{5,7},	 then 3 K 1 (Y)	 = 1.r
V
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Both assumptions are pessimistic in that some non-fatal
missions will be associated with fatalities (z3=1).- These
assumptions must be made because the resolution of the aircraft
function variables does not allow the exact determination of
the time that the fuel regulation works. Such a determination
could be made by simply modifying the aircraft function variables
to have one variable Monitor the autoland and a second variable
(continuous, ranging over [0,T]) keep track of the time the fuel.
regulation works. However, for this illustrative example, we
adopt the simpler view.
3.5.3.3 Computational  Task- Level Model Development
J
In continuing the decomposition of the mission and the
corresponding development of the hierarchy, we must next describe
the variables composing the aircraft functions described in the
previous section. Because we wish to evaluate the computer's
effectiveness we ignore non-computer related components. Thus,
the scope of this level will be the computer while the level of
abstraction will be the functional tasks of the computer. Hence
level 2 will be called the "computational task level."
For this mission., we assume that the aircraft tasks fuel
regulation and autoland each has a computational task: fuel regu-
lation computations and autoland computations. Furthermore, we
assume that in order for the aircraft task to be successful, its
corresponding computational task must also be successful. If,
for example, not all of the autoland computations are done, then
the autoland task is not achieved, and so autoland can not be
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performed. The weather variable at the aircraft functional task
level ( y21 and y 22 ) has no computer support and therefore.is
 a
basic variable.
The computational task level can be described by a three var-
iable random process X = fx 2 	XT y X2	 where TH
 is an obser^va-
H	 L
tion time halfway between 0 and TL , that is, T  = TL /2. The	 y
state space is
Q	 {0,1}2
where the values x = (x 1 ,x 2) of X have the following interpreta
tions:
0 if fuel regulation computations are successful
xi	 1 otherwise,
x _ 0 if autoland computations are successful
2 - 1 otherwise
In the representation of Section 3.5.1, a trajectory xsX will
a
be written as
^ x ll	 X12	 x13 Fuel regulation computations
X
	
x21	 X22	 x231 Autoland computations
Takeoff/cruise Landing
where
`x l 	 (xll'xl2'x13) are variables representing the fuel
regulation computations while x2 - (x21,x22x23) are variables'
representing the autoland computations.
The observations xi j are made as follows:
^x 1	 kl2	 x13
x12	 x22	 ( 1x23
i	
-	
^t = Tt- 0	 t	 T,a	
_ ^ T T,
	 ^	
.r
First half of	 Second half of	 Landing
I	 Takeoff/Cruise 	 Takeoff/Cruise`
i
Because success or failure of the autoland computations at the
halfway point of the cruise phase ;
 cannot affect the availability
r
of the computations at the endof;th(
	 cruise phase, the variable
x21 is assigned ¢,	 the	 fictitio ,, siIstlate.	 All other variables can
be either 0 or 1. 	 Thus,	 the computational level trajectory space
is X = U2 	{0,11 5 .	 All computatignal tasks are assumed success-
ful at the beginning of the mission 	 (t = 0).	 Also, knowledge of
the system's behavior at the observations T H , TL and T is assumed
-to yield sufficient information to ;infer the values of the level l }
variables.
With the above assu:aptions, we ;can then construct the
relation between X and Y:
K2: X 	.,	 Yc
by first constructing:it
!
11
K
 
2 :X 	 Y11
and	
^12K2: 
X -} Y 1 2	 {
Thus
y
'i
( 0
	 if x	 - x
	
= x
	 = 011	 12	 22
{ 1	 ifx 11 	xl y
,	 =	 0	 an`;d x
22
	 =	 1
Z	
if	 (X11	 1	 and x12 ,_	 0)	 or
1
11 K 2 (x)	 -	
J
(xll	 -	
0 and x12
	
1)
[i.e.,
	 if	
x11	
(3) %:1 2 	 =	 1,	 where	 0)
I denotes the "exclusive or" operation] ."
3 if x11
	
_ xl2 = l
and
i
i
a
.4 7m,
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4 if x 1 3	 x23 = 0
5 if 
x
13 - 0 and x 2 ` _ 1
(>c)1.2K2 6 if x13 = l and x 23 = 0
7 if x13 = 1 and x 2 3 = 1.
3.5..4	 A Calculus of Trajectory Sets
Although a fourth level (the bottom computer hardware and
software level) has yet to be discussed, it is convenient at
this time to introduce _a calculus being developed; which is of
great use in determining the y-induced trajectory sets,
	 i.e.,
Y-1.	 This calculus will be used to simplify the upper level
mo.I;ls of the hierarchy before any lower level models are j
examined.	 Also, the calculus is used to assimilate lower y
^ 	 levels as they are developed`. 	 After the 'lowest level of the
'	 hierarchy has been operatedupon, 	 the-result -is y 1 .	 Deriva-
tion of Y	 is important because, using the techniques of
Section 3.4.2	 on y 1 , performability calculations for the
system can then be effected.
'	 The calculus presented here is part of an ongoing effort
to produce general tools for performability evaluation`.
Although the description in' this`_section is oriented to this
particular mission model, the technique is	 generalizable.
Section 3.5`.4.1 below furnishes an algorithm (based on the` given
mission model; see Section 3.3.1 for the general case) 	 for
extracting 'Y -1 ,,while Section	 3.5.4.2 gives the actual tra-
jectory set calculus in terms of = a representation for trajectory
sets and some basic operations on those sets.
[[//^^
y	
+f^ yiYy
^j
_•. 	 `	 --..«..^Y3f.xu.l._PCB.i4'dkA!7k^iL"^e9YnY"..lR3YF-
-ge
3.5.4.1
	
An Algorithm for Determining Y`1
An immediate goal within this mission model discussion is
a characterization of the capability function
Y: 1V x Yb x Yb x Zb -^ A
where IV is the fourth level trajectory space to be described in
Section 3.5.6.	 From Y, we then determine the preimage sets of
Y	 (i.e.,	 the "y-induced trajectory sets"). 	 That is, we wish to
find Y-1 (a)	=	 {ul Y(u)	 a and u e IV x	 X 	 x Y 	 x	 Z b ,	 i.e.,	 u is
a mission trajectory} for all a E A.	 Then using the techniques
outlined in Section 3.4, we can determine the probability,distri-
bution of the accomplishment set for the mission, that is, the
nerfarmahility:
-	
_	 (Y-P S '{a)	 _ Pr l (u Y('u)	 a})	 Pr	 1Ca)) J
for all a e A. -
Below is an algorithm	 g for determining Y 1.	 Rased on the_
discussion in Section 3..3.1,. the algorithm constructs Y-l,itera-
Lively employing partial capability functions and interlevel
translations.	 The symbol d denotes "for all."
1)	 Find Y 0 l (a)	 _	 { (z)	 YD (z)	 = a}	 b a E A.	 Since Y	 = K0,
this	 is equivalent to finding K 1(a)	 d	 a e A.
2)	 Find Y -
 11 ( a )	 _	 { (Y, zb) I Y l (Y " z b )	 =	 a}	 b	 a E A.	 This	 is
achieved by finding K l  (z c )	 for eachz =[ z c --
--	
1	 E y l l	a).	 Since 	 in
b
this hierarchy, z b is empty,. then z c = z and so wt! need to find a
i
K11 (z)	 d 2 E	 Z.	 Once K 	 known,
Y11 (a) { CY' z b^ Y 1 ( Y, zb) = a}
_	 { (K	 ( z )i y	 ( z)	 a}.11
3)	 Find Y 21 (a)	
_	 { (X IYb, z b)I Y 2 (XlYblz b ) _ a}	 d a e A.	 Here,
we must find	 -1	 for each	 =
	 K 2 CYc)	 	 Y - y^- E	 1 a	 ThenY	 C)'
L v
1
;r
t
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-
Y Z l (a)	 _	 { ( x ,Y b, zb )I Y 2 (x ,Yb, z b) =	 a}
{(K21 (yd , Yb 	 Y1( y)	 _ a}•
4	 4)	 Find Y l ( a )	 = Y3 1 (a)	
_	 {(w, xb ) y II," b )IY 3 (w ,xb ,Yb,z b )	 a}
V a c A.	 Similar to the method in step 3, determine K3 l ( x
c
) for
each x
xc 1
x-
-	 Y1(a)•
	
From this,L	 2b
Y 	 = Y (a )3 1
_	 ( (W, xb^Yb, z b )LY3(w , xb, yb,zb ) =	 a}
_	 {(K	 1 ( x ) , x	 ,	 Y	 )IY	 (x,	 Y	 1	 a}.3	 c	 b	 b	 2	 b
Note that since K i :U x + U^ +1	 then both the domain and range
Of K i can be represented by arrays as discussed in Section 3.5.1. Also,
the component functions	 jkK i : U 1 ->~	 jkUc+l
	
exist and are
identifiable.	 Now the K i inverse of v e -U^ +l ,	 K i l (V),	 is =:.
simply the set of all trajectories u e Ul such that Ki(u)	 = V.
Furthermore,	 it is plain to see that for u to 'map into v, each
component function
ik
x i (u) must map into the corresponding
component•kV.	 That is,
-	
J s	 i
Ki (11)	 = v if and only if j kK i (u)	 _	 j kv,
for all prober j	 and k.
Thus, the inverse of -v must be the intersection of all the
inverses of^kV
	
Hence,
Kll(v)!
	 1	 JkK- 	 (V)) 
For instance, if
u K - (u)	 = V
A	 .n
^
! 	
a	 - a K
A
4
2
I
a	 b
3 b	 a
r
4 b	 b
x
^.
r
IIN
,o
then
Div	
I (
	
1Ki) 1(v)	 ^2v	 ► (	 2Ki)1(v)
a	 i	 {1,	 2}	 a	 {1,	 31
b	 (	 {3,	 41_	 b	 {2,	 4}
and so
V
1(
^,K jl(v)	 ( 2Ki): 1 (v) _	 Kil(v)
a a	 {1,	 21	 n	 {1,	 3}	 =	 1
a	 b	 {1,	 2}	 n	 {2,	 4}	 _	 2
b	 a	 !	 { 3 '	 4}	 n	 {1:	 31	 =	 3
b	 b	 {3,	 4}	 n	 {2,	 4}	 _	 4
The next section introduces some methods examined during
the reporting period which facilitate writing these preimage sets.
3.5.4.2	 Trajectory Sets, Array Products,	 and Intersections
Manipulation of sets of trajectories is necessary to derive
the preimage sets of y.
	
However, handling such sets can be
awkward because of-their size. 	 Therefore, we have been investi-
gating techniques_ of operating with sets o£ trajectories, in a-
convenient and compact manner.	 This section reports on the
most promising calculus investigated.
A set of trajectories will be called a;trajectory se t.	 We
first introduce a simple representation of a trajectory set. i
Consider the trajectory
ull	 ''	 uln
U =
uml	 ..	 umn s
where each u ij can assume values in a set of states Q ij .	 Each
ulj
	is a "variable."	 For example, we may have
,
.t
-
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^y ll	 Y12
y
% y2%	 Y221
where 
yll
c	 { 1 , 2 , 3 1,	 y12	 E	 {0,2,4},- y 21	 e {-1,-2},	 and y22 e
{a,b,c}. Suppose we have two tra j ectories
u 
	 and u 2 such that
ul and u 2 are equal variable-by-variable except for a single
variable. That is
^ a
u11	 uln
u1 = u j	 t
uml	 '''	 umn;
^u11 uln
U
2 = ...	
u j
	..
llml 	 umn
}
where u ij # u:'..	 We then write the trajectory set { u 11	 u2}	 as
in]]r u11	 uln u11 l
{ul,'u 2 i _ ....	 u ij ... .
uiJ	 ..
uml
	
...`
	 umn Luml
...	 umn
J -
full }	 tulnt1
1
_ ..	 {u ij ,	
u 
	
}	
...
f
u ml }	 {umn}]
This representation is called an array product. Note that
the concept is' similar `to that of a'cros, product. Of course,
the idea can be generalized:
R11 ...	 R ln ull	 •..	 uln
Rml ...	 Rmn` uml	 ...	 umni
-9H- i
As an illustration, suppose that
f	 1	 2'
y	
=!	 y
1	 _2	 a	 2	 ^:2	 a_	 - -
1	 21	 2
_F
-F3
Y 3 L2 	 b !
f	
4 -
L2
aj
then
{1,3}
	
{2}
{yVy2Py31Y4} {-2}	 {a,b}:	 .
Because the u^^f array products has been so widespread
in our work with trajectory sets, we have adopted the simplifying'
convention of writing array product elements which are singleton
sets as 'elements without set brackets. 	 Thus
{1,3}
	 Z
{
{Y 1 0Y21y31Y4}	 -
_2	 {a,b}^
No confusion should result since context will make clear whether
an object is a array product 	 (and hence a set) or a single
trajectory.	 Furthermore, this convention makes array products
easier to read by cutting down on the number of brackets. ,that a
reader must wade through.
Often a single array product cannot by itself represent
all the trajectories within a trajectory set. 	 In that instance,
the union.`of several array products must be employed to represent
the trajectory set.	 Thus, for the general case, we write. a tra-
jectory set as the union of p array products, P1: -'
f
i
-	 4h
'44
-	 9
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{ul,...,uR}	 =_P L 	U	 ...
	 U	 P
P
R11	 RIn:•..
P	 RP
R11	 ...	 In
- U	 ..	 U
1	 1
R	
, P	 RPRPtRml	 ...	 mn_ ...	 mn
-uil	 ...	 uln_	 i	 E	 {1,	 ...	 P}^
!	 ( uj	 E R j k
	
Q^ k
uml	 ui
mn_,t
For example,	 in addition to	 and	 above, let
	 yl' Y2' y 3 '	 	 Y4
-, 	 3 `	 0i
=	 ^	
3	
^'Y	 Y5	 ^-2	 a ^	 6 ,-2
	 b'•
Then
r{1,3}	 2 3	 '0
{ Y I ^Y2PY 3 PY4 ,y5,Y6 }` U'
-2	 {a,b}-, { {a,bL-2}	 }^
Inassin	 note that this representation is not unique, e.P	 g,	 P	 Q	 ^	 .g
the set above can also be written
3	 {0,2} 1	 2
4
{YI=-- Y2 YY 3 1Y 4 ,Y5^ Y6} U I
- 2	 {a,b -2	 {a,b}j
.	 A'canonical form can be easily defined.	 For instance, an order-
ing of the trajectories in the set can be made and used as a
basis for constructing the array products-. 	 However, for the
.x
mission model example discussed in this report, a unique repre-
sentation is not required and so will not beformalized. A
Two special sets should be mentioned. 	 One is the empty set w
(or null set) ^, the set containing no elements.	 The other is
the full set (or universe) * which represents the set containing
l
E
,
I
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all elements "of interest " For trajectory sets this is the
set of all possible states a variable can assume.
	 For instance,
if	
_ x
2
-Y	7 ,
_1l	 a
then
-
F 1	 2
{YlIY7}
L*	 a j
Another frequently used item is the null array (D.	 This	 is
defined to be any array product which contains the empty set	 RS
as an element.	 As an instance,
{1,2}
	
-
1	 *	 {a,b}, .
We now define.the operation of intersection on the class of
array products.	 The intersection n of two array products P 1 and -
P 2 is the element-by-element intersection of the two arrays.	 P1
E
and P 2 must have the same dimensions.
... R11 RlnRll	 Rln ...
P1 n Pz = n
R
mn; Rml Rmn;LRml 	...	 ...
1	 2	 1	 R2
R11 fl	
RR11	 in	 In
..R1	 n R2	 Rl	 n R2
ml,	 ml	 mn	 mn e
The .following table defines the element intersection R 	 Ri d : f
,A
t 3	 pal
I
- 1 0 1. ' 1. 1
a1
a2 alna2 a2	 a2
al
a1
where al and a2 are any sets _and alna2 is standard set inter-
section.
	
Thus
1{1,2} {{1,3} { 0 . 2 }	 -_ f{1,2}n{1,3} $n{0,2}1
1
L*	 {a,b}j,
n
L-2 *n -2 {a,b}n¢;
1-2	 {a,b}_
_
Array Product in%ersection is distributive over set union.
For instance:
({1,2} t` I{12} 0 {1,-3}	 {0,2}
1	 ^nL *	 {a,b}; L-2 {b, c}; -2 1
F{1,2} {1,2} 0	 {1,2} {1,3} {0,;2};
= n Eu n{a ,b}
-2 {b,c} _E * {a,b} -2''
{1,2} 1
= U t
-2 b` -2	 {a,b}
•	
i
',x	 f x
i
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The complement PC of an array product P is the set of all
arrays not represented by_.P. This can be found as follows:
[R 11 . .
C
Rln
Pc
'Rml ... Rmn!
,- CI
•	 I
Rml ... * r^*	 ... Rmn^
k=L:,
rR11 ._..	 Rlnj=nk
^•
k=1 , t
t {where
Rid if k=i,	 2=j
R ij	 = * otherwise
R ij	 c .Qi j ,	 and Rid _ {q I q e Qi j	and q	 Ri d }. Also,	 *C
^ c = *, and	 c = ^.
To determinethe complement.:of a; trajectory set, De Morgan's
Law could be used. Suppose V is a.rajectoxy se,t compo ed'of p
array products.	 Then
,{
v  = (P 1 U ...'	 U	 Pp) c
i
{
_ P1n... n 
5
m	 ?	 4't
I	 As an example,
' 4
iY^^--- vrr^
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r	
1 C	 C	 C
2}2{ 1,3 }	2	 -	 {1,2}
	 2])	 {1,3}
	
- 2
n
[1 1,
-2	 {a,b} 1	 * -2	 {ab}
 [*l
*^ !* cl
3	 *1 *^
{ p
 4F	 *	 *	 *	 *^^
U	 U 1 -:
2	 {0,4}1 2	 *^ 3	 {0,4} ^*	 {p,4 }
= I U U U
-2	 *
^^
*	 * 1	
*	 .^
r * 	 {0,41
*1
f3 *	
{0,4} 3'- *^
U IU U U2	 *	 (-1
	 *! ^1	 * *	 CJ
U
c^	 ^ 2 c
We have found, however, that the evaluation of performability Jj
(Pr (Y 1 (a)))	 is often 'simpler if the y--induced trajectory sets
(y - 1(a))	 are represented as the union of disjoint sets. 	 The set-
above, for instance, can be written
C
{1,3}	 2,	 {1 ' 2}	 2	 *	 {0' 4}	 2	 2	 3	 2	 1'-1	 2^I
`'	 I
`	 U = U U U
-2	 clt
Representing a trajectory set as a union of disjoint array products
has analogies with representing a Boolean function in disjunctive.--`
normal form.	 Thus, we see the possibility of generalizing Roth's
cubical calculus (see [15] for instance) to handle sets other than
0,1	 and so manipulate trajectory sets. 	 However, we have not yet
I
formalized these techniques,, and so they will not be discussed in
C
depth within, this report:	 During the next reporting period, we
intend to continue. this effort.
f
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3.5.5	 Nigher Level Partial Capability Function Preimage Sets
Using the techniques given in the previous sections, Y3'1
was derived.	 The following sections outline that process.	 We
have found that simplifying the higher level models (by their
partial capability function preimage sets) makes the insertion
of several different bottom level models more wieldly.	 Thus,
discussion of the bottom levels is postponed until Section 3.5.6.
As-a review, Figure 2 displays the hierarchicalstructure
for the mission as defined thus far in the report.	 Figure 3
summarizes the variables employed in those higher level models.
-	
3.5.5.1	 y 0 -Induced Trajectory Sets
a
_l	 !l
From the definition of K0 in Section 3.5.3.1,	 K0	
_ Y0
is immediately obtained. 	 Table 2 gives the y0 preimage sets.
,l
Note that each yo	 (a) is expressed as an array product.
j	 -3.5.5.2	 y l -Induced Trajecto ry Set s
I
To determine y l rl , we first reexamine K l .	 From Section
3.5.3.2:
I
/i 	 10 if yll	 e	 {0,1}	 and y 12	 e	 {4,51 1
l K;l (Y)
11otherwise
{4,5}	 --!^0 , 1 }	 , 1
y	 fo if y c
1 otherwise
t
I	 if
^ 	 ^—..—	 +	 vtOF .an	 •'z a;Y„raaamr_ac_a
-io5_
Mission Level
-	 .H
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r-, cn
a.
U 0 A {a 0'	 a l'	 a 2'	 a3 ,
	a4}
z 
	 Fuel cons i; i ' cion
[Z I^-+ z _ Diversion	
-2;
a
z	 Safety
` 3_
N F{O,1}
Z = {z } = ,{p,l}
I
za
r
!yll	 y 12	 Control
w>
4J.4
y =
fy21
---------.
y 22 i	 Weather
u
`{0,1,2,3}	 {4,5,6,7}U o Y -	 { y {0,1}	 ¢
M
r+
0
•
X11
	 x 12	 X 1'3 Fuel regulation computations
r-,
X
X21	 X 22	 X 23] Autoland computations
{0,1}	 {0,1}	 {0, 1}
a. X = {X } _
Figure 3
Variables employed in the higher
levels of the model hierarchy.`
S
.,	 ..-..0 ..	
_	
_	
.,	 ..	 .._ —
	
". ar ^•	 ^'^,,,,^,r .r_.,.rce^tMyo7iiil^i^li:''
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a e A y0 1 (a)	 = K0	 1(a)
c Z
0
a p
a1
0
;I
0 J
0
a 2 1
P
`0
1
a
1
1
0 J
1
r01
	
Fl.a 4
0 0
Lij ,1i	 1 R 1
Table 2 1
- Pre-images of y0
•gym	 ^.:^ ..^.:^-^^4...-_	 -.., t.. -	 . ^.	 ..^	 `^,'	 _	 ; ^`r
	 `" ';
7

1
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a e A Y1 l (a)	 e Y
0 4	 0	 5	 1	
{4,5}
a 0 ¢ U 0	 ¢ U 0
a
2 {4,5} U 0	 6 0	 7 1 {6,.7},a1 p
U	 U
*	 ¢	 0	 ¢	 0
1 { 4 
 5}a2
2 {4,5} 1	 {6,7}
a 3 1 4
U
1
3 *	 2	 {6,7}	 0	 {5,7}
a4 * U	
U
*	 1
5
Table 3
Preimages of Y1 w	
a
w	 Ai
t
a
X	
_	
t
.,.	 -	
^
'^ ^^•
:._	 ..
_...
-tea -_	 -
,.	 ,.	
.;_	 ..:-,:
.O
3.5.5.3	 Y 2 -Induced Trajectory Sets x
The derivation of Y2 1 is similar to that of •y 1 , 1 .	 First,
consider K2 from Section 3.5.3.3:
_i
fo
_r_
 if x
ll	 X12	 x22 0
1 if xll = x 1 2 	 0 and x 22 -= 1
..
11K2(X) 	 2 if	 (x ll = 1 and x12 =	 0)
4
i	 or	 ( x11 -- 0 and x12 = 1)
3 if x11 = x12 =	 1
i:0 0
0 if x e' 0
0	 0
1 if x e
Ti 1
1	 0	 *j co 1
w 2 if x e *	
1
U
*
f
*^
*
i 1	 1
3if x e i
I
4 if x13 = x 2 3 = 0
i j
5 if x13 = 0 and x23 1
E12K2(x)
' 6 if x 13	 1 and x23 0
7 if x13	 1 and X 231 1L
' 4 if x e Y
*	
0^yi
*	 *	 0
'S if x e
f 6ifxe
¢	 *	 0
^ 1
7ifxe
11.2-
The inverses of 11 K 2 and 1.2K2 can then be stated as below:
a	
7
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IT
The inverse K -1 is shown in Table 4.2
o	 Next, we must determine
Y 2
-1(a)	 {(K2^1(Yc)IYb)lyl(Y)	 a}
for all a c A.	 As an illustration, consider y 2 1 (a^).	 From
Table 3,
FO
y	 - 1 (a)	 -	 g
Then for each y c in y 1 -1(a0) we find from Table 4:
	
r.	 a
;0	 0	 Oj
K 2 	([0	 4])
o	 o
_	 ! 0	 0	 0!K 2 -l Uo	 5])	 -
E4	 0	 1,
K 2 -1 (I1	 {4,5}1)	 =	 (^11K2) _l (1)
	
-C12K2)
	
1 (4)	 (12K2)-1(5)
Fo	 o	 *	 *	 *	 0"
r	
^.	 1	
n:	
o	
U
1
	 L	 1
— i 	 s
0	
0
Hence,
(t
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0:	 .i.
0	 OU	 4	 0	 l j;	 1
r0	 0	 01
[0
where x denotes the Cartesian (cross) product{, eg.,
o	 0	 0	 10	 o	 0	 0	 0	 0^` :.
10	 11	 1
{	 Table 5 gives the complete relation y 2 - 1. y
4
.	 t	 a,54
	 vi	 ..-c	 .a	 ..... 
`I
`•.
	 ltw^
y 	 K 2- l (yd X
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i
3.5.6 Bottom Level Models
To this point, we have presented the foundation for the
effectiveness evaluation of various computers for a simple
mission.
,
We now lintroduce several computer models,
and then using the techniques described in Sections 3.4.2-3,
i
determine their performability.	 ,4
We emphasize that any computer model could now be placed
in the hierarchy and evaluated for its performability in the
given mission, provided that a suitable translation x3
is constructed. The computer models which illustrate this
example analysis, have been chosen because of their simplicity,
their diversity, and the fact that they are based on the same
building blocks. This latter quality makes comparison of
various configurations easier.
Three computers will be evaluated and compared. Each will
j	 be composed of four processor modules, where each module has
j	 processing power P (i.e., has , the ability to do P work units of
usable computation per unit time) 	 Also, each module fails
i
independently with a Poisson distribution having a constant
failure rate a (thus, P-r ( a given module fails during an interval
of length T) 1 - e XT ). We as 	 every module has sufficient
=internal checking so that a module can diagnose itself as failed.
T's could.be accomplished for example if every module were com-
posed of components in a triple module redundant (TMR) configur-
ation. If a module fails, the P units of processing power.
I
j	 associated with that module are lost. Finally, we make the
I	 ^.l
'.'
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assumption that 2P units of processing power are required to
pe rform fuel regulation computatior'is during the take-off and
	
_
cruise phases, 1P unit is required to perform the fuel regu-
lation computations during the landing phase,^while 1P unit_
is needed for autoland checkout and preparation (i.e., avail-
ability) during the last portion of the cruise phase, and 2P
units of processing power are required -to perform autoland
computations during the landing phase.
	 In summary: ,t
Phases
(Take-off,	 first	 (Second part	 (Landing)
part of cruise)	 of crui se)
Fuel Regulation
tn Computations 2P	 2P	 P
F Autolanda^, 0	 1P	 2P
Computations
Required Processing Power.
J
I
The three computer, models will be denoted:
S1	 Dedicated Processor Model,
s
S 2	 Dedicated Group Processor Model,
S3	 Gracefully Degrading Processor Model.
In S l , each of the four processors is dedicated at all times to
given task.	 S	 configures the four processors into two groups
2
of two processors; these groups are then dedicated to a given
task.	 Finally, S3 a11as any processor to-perform any task, with
f 
a priority-.-cystem specifying the part cula-k tasks to be done.
t
r
*ntaf`. "ewe..
..._.	
^
ax	 -
+	 .
._,.
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The following sections describe the models in detail and
give the. K 3 translations.;	 Also, some model =simplification via 	 r
lumping is performed and is reflected in the construction o£
appropriate interphase transition matrices 	 (H•-matri,ces).
The four processor -modules are denoted M 1 , M29 M3 , and M4.
The phases for the bottom level are the same as for the compu-
tational task level,, i.e.,
T 4
 =	 {TH ,	 T L ,	 T}.
3.5.6.1	 Dedicated Proc'esso	 Model
The first-c-omputer to be considered, S 1 	consists of four
modules, each dedicated to a computational task: two for fuel
regulation computations and two for autoland computations.
During the take-off and cruise phases, the configuration is as
follows:I 
M1
Fuel regulation computations
S , Phases 1 and 2s
M13	 Autoland checkout and preparation
M4 	Inactive
Here, modules M l  and M2 are dedicated to fuel regulation compu-
tations while module M3 is reserved for autoland availability'	 3	 I
activities.	 Module M4 is inactive.	 The landing phase configur-
3
at ion is	
Ml	 Inactive	 a
J
M2	 Fuel regulation computations	 -
S l , Phase 3 ' 	x
i 	 I 	
M 3z	
!	 Autoland computations
M4
9' "	 ''%+.
	 .. nn+.	 .,rwT Zz^.rJ.R..., 	 >..—	 _	 _. _	 i n —	 .	 N!p $R..	 1_rrlcY.,^.u..-	 1NL^R/GFuv'.^it^i	 ^
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In this phase, module M l
 is no Longer needed and so is inactive.
M	 performs2 	  fuel regulation computations, while M 3 and M4 do
the autoland computations.
Because these modules are dedicated, there is no recon-
figuration if one module should fail. 	 Let us write the state
of the system as the collection of unfailed modules and enclose
the set with angle brackets.	 (This is done to prevent confusion with
and 'T' .)
	 For example, if no modules are failed, then thei
system state is <M l	M2 1 M31 M4 >,	 The computer S- can then be
represented during all phases as the Markov model denoted-'by
the transition diagram in Figure 4. 	 These states are Q3 for S1.
However, note that during phase 1, we are unconcerned with
°	 M^ and M', during phase 2 we do not care about Mand-during
3	 4	 41_-
phase 3 we are unconcerned with M l .	 Thus we can significantly
reduce the state space of the model by not considering M 3 or M4
during phase 1,,M4'during phase 2, or M l during phase 3. Accordingly, x
the transition diagrams applicable during the three phases are
shown in Figure 5.(See Section 3.4.3 on model simplification.)
To account for the possible failures of modules not examined
during some phase, two interphase transition matrices H(1) and
H(2) must be constructed (see Section, 3.4. 3.) 	 Indeed, these are
jeasily defined as follows. 	 Since each module fails independently
of the others, we need introduce only the probability that a
i
module fails during the interval it is not observed.	 Let T i and
T2 be the lengths of phases land 2 respectively.	 Then the proba-
f
bility ,'that a module fails by the end of phase 1 given it was
)
------^ IT

7
.r
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j1'M2^
<M
	 <M >
2
a)	 Phase 1
O<M1'M2'M3>
<M1^ M2 ^ n^/
	
<1	 <M ,M/v; M ,M3 	2	 3 ry
<M >
	 1<M >1	 --	 M Z >	 -%	 3
0 2
b) Phase 2
.	 (
<M2 O M3 , M >
9
F
2	 3	 <M
2 
^M >C:	 3, 4
x
$ 3 4
c)	 Phase 3 1
Figure 5 }
3	
Reduced Markov model transition diagrams for S l
 for phases 1, 2
and 3. Each transition has transition rate A.
f
4	 _
_	
.. i`?.a
	 ^.!•..i	 .,[."X.•!ti.eas'++...•i6^'-.. -.
	 e____ __	 ____	 _ __	 .	 ^ i	 .	 ..	 v'NI#.^	 .d.^Mx....a,. ... ^	 tPAS►.•Pr7I •`^^i^E^'f^ .ate
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good at the beginning of phase 1 is l-e ^Tl.	 Similarly, 1-e XT2
denotes the probability that a module fails by the end of phase
2 and 1-e a ( T 1 +T 2) 	 is the probability that a module fails by
the end of phase 2 given it was good at the beginning of phase 1.
Thus, we can write H(1) and H(2) as shown in Figure 6.	 Note that Y'
H(l)	 is conditioned on S l
 initially being * in state <M1,M2,M3,M4>.
Each entry in the H matrix denotes the probability of
transfering from some state in phase i (listed on the left hand
side of the matrix) to some state in phase i + 1
	
(listed below
the matrix).	 For example, we see that if S l is in state <M 1 ,M 3 > ,
at the end of phase 2, we then transfer to state <M 3 ,M4 > with
probability e X` ( T 1 * T2)	 (i.e. , with the probability that M4 has not
failed during phases 1 and 2) and to state <M3> with probability
-X T
	
+ T1-e	 l	 2)	 (i.e.	 with the	 robabilitp	 y. that M4 has failed).
Next we can specify the transition matrices P(1), P(2),
and P(3) for each phase utilizing the transition diagrams in
Figure' S•.	 The P (i), appear in Figure 7. 	 Again, each element of
P(i)	 represents the probability of transfering from the state
listed along the left hand column to' the ` state listed below
the bottom row during the phase.
'a
t
3.5.6.2	 Dedicated Group Processor Model
a	 For the second computer S 2 , we again have four modules,
and again connect them such that two are dedicated to fuel regu-
lation computations and two are dedicated to auto-land computations.
i
However, within the two groups, if one processor fails, the a
j	 second processor can take over the first processor's function
I if the second processor is inactive.
	
Hence, during all phases
t ^
t„	
,.	 ._	 ... __•a.,.	 ,.....	 .,r	 "1^': w...	 .._. __.	 _._	
_	
-.	 .. 	 _ °^_.	 ,	
^rw-	
-	 _...,^.r.^,x	 re AtM ?J111^^L^:a'Y	 '-re.
„ T
a
^rr
k
-XT 1 -XS 1(M,M2 > e t-e 0 0	 0 0” 0 0
-XT 1 -XT 1
r <Mi> 0 0 e 0	 1-e 0 0 0
H(1)	 _
<M2 > 0 0 0
-?,T
e	 i	 0
-)LT
1-e	 1 0 0
#T
1
-)LT 1it 0 0 0	 0 0 e 1 - e
<M 1 ,M2 ,M3 > <N1,MZ> <M1,M3> <M2,M >	 <M^> <M > <M3> ^Z
- a(T 1 +T 2 ) - X(T1+T2)
<N 1 ,N 2 ,M 3 > a 1 —e 0 0 0 0 0 0
-X(T 1 +T 2 )_
-X(T1+T2)
<M 1 ,N2> 0
i
0 e 0	 1-e 0 0' 0
X(T1+T2)
- X(T1 +T2)
<N 1 ,N3> 0 0 0 e 0	 1-e 0 0
r:
-VT 1 +T Z ) -a(T1+T2)
<142 ,M3> a 1-e 0 0 0 0
_0
0
H(2)	 =
-)+(T
	
+T	 )1	 2 -1(T +T	 )1	 2
c
<M1> 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 1..e N
`
^2s -X(T1+T2) -a(T1+T2)
CJ
W
i
• E' <M2> 0 0 e 0	 V-e 0 0 0
t
-)L(T 1 +T2 )
-9T1 +T2)
<M3> 0 0 0 e 0'	 1-e 0 0
- a(T^+T 2 ) -VT1+Y2)
rt 42
0 0 A 0 0" 0
e 1-e
<M2 ,; H 3 ,M b > <M2,M3> <M2,M4> <M3,N4> <M2> <M3> <Ma> ¢3
r ^
Figure 6
2nterphase Transition Matrices for the Dedicated Processor Model
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the configuration looks as follows:
M I^
Fuel regulation computations
M2
S
2'
M3
1Autoland checkout, preparation, and
computations.
^	 If we again write the :model's state as the set of unfailed
i
modules, then the Markov model transition diagram for S 2 is the
same as
	
shown in Figure 4.	 However, once again during different
phases we are unconcerned with various phases of the modules.-
Thus, during phase l 	 we do not care about M 3 or M4 , during
phase 2 we are unconcerned with which of M 3 or M4 is operational,
1
^	 while in phase 3 we are unconcerned with which of M	 or M	 isP	 1	 2
fworking.	 - Hence, let us write the state of the model in phase 1 z
as the number of fuel regulation modules' working f, .f c {O,1,2}. !
Also, the state of model in phases 2,and 3 will be written as the
ordered pair (f,a)	 where f e {0,1,2} is the number of working
fuel regulation modules and a c-{0,1,2} is the number--of working
autoland modules. 	 The Markov diagrams for phases 1,2, and 3
f
are shown in Figure 8.	 The model for phases 2 and 3 is not
7
easily reducible since we must keep track of the number of
functioning units at all times to determine,when none are left_-
Because the states of phase 2 and phase 3 are identical
and no reconfiguration occurs between the phases, the interphase
transition' matrix H(2) is the 9 x 9 identity matrix. 	 The inter-
i
e
E
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phase transition matrix between phases 1 and 2 must take into
account the probabilities that one or both of the autoland
modules have failed.	 H(1) is conditioned on S2 being initially
in state	 (2,2).	 Figure 9 shows H(1)	 and H(2).
The transit ion matrices P(1), P(2)	 and P(3) are given in Figure 10.
3.5.6..3	 Gracefully Degrading_ Processor Model
The third computer to be discussed, S	 is once more com-
prised of 4 modules, but with no specific processor assignments.
-;
Any processor can perform any other processor's task. 	 One
a
processor will be used to help co-ordinate the other processors,
and if necessary, can be used as 'a spare. 	 The configuration j
during both phases is thus:
M
1
MZ Fuel regulation computations
and
S 3' Autoland checkout, preparation,
•	
-M and computations.
a
M 4
^
The state of this system is then simply the number'of pro-
cessors working.	 Hence, the state ranges from 0 to 4. 	 Figure	 11 shows
the general -Markovmodel transition diagram for S 3 .	 (?3 = {0,1,2,3,4}.
Although the transition diagram could be reduced by examina-
tion-of the computer task requirements and'by a proper choice of
the interpha-se transition matrices, we choose not to n do that at
this time.	 Hence the model represented in Figure 11will be used
uniformly in'all three phases. 	 Furthermore, since no hardware
I
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for phase 2 the list is
1)	 Fuel regulation computations
i
2)	 Autoland checkout and preparation
	
4
3)	 Coordination and spare,
and for phase 3 the ordering is
R	 {
1)	 Autoland computations
2)	 Fuel regulation > cromputatons
3)	 Coordi,natfon and spare.
The earlier in the	 list ,a task is na-med,	 the higher its priority.
For a given state and phase, we choose the tasks to be
performed according to the following algorithm. 	 Starting with
the highest priority task, each task is examined in turn.
	
If
-	 enough resources are available to perform both the examined
3
tasl:.and all previously chosen tasks,	 then the examinedtask is
I also chosen.	 Using this rule, the task sets for each state
during each phase are shown in Table 6.
3.5.7
	 Capability 
-
Function Preimage Sets
We are now prepared to derive the capability function pre-
image sets y- 1 for each of the three bottom computational hard- 	 r
1
ware level models.	 First the interlevel translations K3 between
f	 the bottom level and the computational task level are determined.
1	 These are then combined with the preimage sets of y 3 (Section
3.5.5)	 using the`allor r ithm of Section `3.5.4.1 to arrive at y^ l .
Each of the three bottom levels will be re-presented by a
3	 X	 73 }	 taring, values	 in'	 three-variable random process w 
=:{XT	 T	 TXH	 L
I
E
l
I	
`a
4F I
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Phase State Task Set
1 4 Fuel regulation computations
Coordination and spare
3 Fuel regulation computations
Coordination and spare
2- Fuel regulation computations
1 None
0 None
2 4 Fuel regulation computations
Autoland checkout and preparation
I	 Coordination and spare
3 Fuel regulation computations
Autoland checkout and preparation
2 `	 Fuel regulation computations
1 i	 Autoland checkout and preparation
0 None
3 j	 4 ':	 Autoland computations a
i' Fuel regulation computations
Coordination and spare
3 Autoland computations
Fuel regulation computationsi
2 Autoland computations
1 Fuel regulation computations
0 None
a
Table 6
-
Task Sets for S 3 by Phase and State.
i
1
6Y
ZZZ
T—' • 	 - 	 _.,w	 .a.F«+e.
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Phases
(Take-off, first
	
(Second part	 (Landing)
part of cruise)	 of cruise)
Fuel Regulation`
Computations 2P-	 2P,	 -	 P
Autoland 0	 1P	 "2P
Computations
Required Processing Power-
i
where P is the processing power of one processor.
	 Every state in
each bottom level model in Section 3.5.6 has associated with it
(	 the ` number ofrocessors applied to each task. 	 Hencegiven aP	 ^P	 , g
^i 	bottom level state,	 determining whether a particular computational
task is achieved is mechanical, and so thefunction ij ►c 3 is
}straightforward, namely
0 if w	 allocates sufficient
procissing power to task j _ }.
_E ij K3(w); = so _that > j` is	 achieved
I otherwise.
In addition,	 it is plain that ^ijK3 has an inverse,	 (C. -K3)	 1ij
From Section 3.5.4.1, fl
^-IY-1 (a)- _
	 { ( K 3	 (xc) ,xb,Yb) I Y2 (x,yb ) 	 a} ._
s
But x has no ,basic variables since all variables in `x are de- E
composed'at the computer hardware level,	 so xb - (p	 x - xc , and
_Y,_	 {(K 3 -1 (x ),Yb) I Y2 (x ,Yb)	 _	 a}.j
I
In the sections that 'follow, 
Y-1 
is derived for each of the
bottom models given in Section
I'
r
_
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3;5.7.1	 'Y 1 for the Dedicated Processor Model
For the dedicated processor model S 1 , the interlevel
translation K 3 can be seen to be composed of the following C^ K3 :
if wl = <M1 1 M2>
11 K 3(w)
1`0
1 otherwiseJ
10if w E
	 [ <M 1 ICI >*	 *]
11 otherwise,
.
10 if w2 e	 {<Ml,M2,M3>,	 <r.11,M2>I
^12K3 (W) '11 otherwise
I+
^0 if w E[* {<Ml,?12,r13>,	 <M 1 ,M 2 >}	 *]'
_
1 otherwise,
}
(0 if w 3 E	 {< M 2 ,M 3 ,M 4 >,	 <M 2 ,M3>, <M 21 M4> 1 	<M2>} {
I .13K3 (w) otherwise, I t..
r
[0
'
if w E	 [* *	 {<M2,M3,M4>,	 <M,,M 3 >, <M2,M4>, <Nt2>}]
^l otherwise, 1
i
21 K 3(w)i
0 if we{ <M	 M>	 <M	 >	 <M	 M>	 <M >2	 1' M 2'	 3	 '	 1' M 3 ;'	 2'' 3	 3	 }K	 (w)X 22	 3
^l otherwise
-
0 >}if w e	 j*	 {<Ml,M2,M3>,	 <M 1 ,M 3 >,	 <M 2 ,M 3 >,	 <hq 3 	*]
I
1 otherwise,'
0 if` w,3 E	 {<?4	 M3,M 4 >,	 <M3,M4 >}	 - k
C2 3„K3 ( tl) = i1 otherwise
I ^01 if w e	 [*	 *	 <M2,M 3 ,N1 4 >,	 <M^ 'M >}']
^r 1 otherwise
From these components, we can now write the inverses.
I
!
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1iJK3)
-1  (^Ml!'M2>	 *	 *]	 if X11-0
till
x
3 )	 ll
I
[{<M1>.	 <M 2 > -^1}*	 *]	 if x11=1'
1
_
[*	 {<Ml ,M 22 M 3 > 1	 <M 1 , M 2 >} 	 *]	 if; x12_0
(12K3)-	 X12) C*r{<M1 ^M 3 >,, <M 2 1M 3 > 1 	<Ml>,	 <M2>^
<M3 >,	 $ 2 }	 *]	 if x12-1'
{<M21M.3IM4>1	 <M2'M3	 1
	 <MM4>,
(^13K3) -
1(x13) r	 <M 2>}	 *)--if x13_0
{<M3 'M4 >1 	 <M 3 >1	 <M4>, ^3 }]if x13 1
(21K3)-1{x2l) [*	 *	 *]
f (*	 {<M1 ,M2,N1 3 >, 	 <M 1,M3>,	 <ri2'M3>1
i
i
(	 22 K 3 ) -1 (X 22 ) _ ,	 <M 3 >	 } ] f X22-0
(*^	 {<M 1 ,M 2 >,	 <M1>,	 <M 2 >,	 0 2 }	 *]	 if xZ2=0,-
i
[*	 {<N(2'M3,p44>^	 <N13,N4 4>}]	 if x23=0*.
( 23 K 3 )	 (X 23 ) _ [*	 *	 f<M2'M3>'	 <M 2 1M4 >1	 <M 2 >	 , 1
<M3>,	 <M4 >,	 $3 }]'if x23
	
1.
Then, using the method of Section 3,5.4.1,	 K 3-1 was found.
i
This relation isgiven in T--ab1e'7. 	 Finally., using Table 7 and
Table 5, Y- 1 was found.f
As an example of the procedure utilized:
k	 Y-1(a2)	
_	
{(K3- 1(X),Yb)^Y(x^Y)	 =	a2}.
K^ 3.
l 0	 0 [	 ]
_
1	 (<M 1 , M 2 > 	 <M1,M2>	 {<M2 ,M- M4>,
-	
<M2 ,M3 > 1	
<M
29
M4 > 1	 <M 2 >)]	
x	 [1	 ]^
k
Table 8 lists y
	
S
f
.
f
E
{
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x  K 3(xc) 5 W
0 - 0 0
0 0
[<M1,M2>
	 <M l ,M 21 M>>	 <M2,M30M4>}
-
0 0 0 (<M
	 ,M	 >	 <M	 ,N,' ,E	 >	 {<v' 	,M
	 >,<M	 ,M	 >,<M	 >}Jlt-	 2	 1	 2	 3	 2 ¢ 0 l
-0 0 0
[¢
(!Ml,M2 > 	 '<M l ,M2>	 { <M2 ,M3,M4>r<M2rM3>,<M2 , M4
1 *+
1 0 0
4
[{<Ml>,<m	 >r^l}	 {<M l ,M 2 ,M3>,<M l ,M 2 >j	 {<M 2 , M 3 ,M	 >,<M2,M3>.<M2rM4>,<M2>}j
*
2
_0 1 0
(<M 1 , M 2 >	 [<Ml.M3>,<M2,M3>,<Ml>I<,M
	 >,<M3 >,o 2 }	 { <Ml ,M 2 ,v >,<m	 m	 >,<l12,M4>,<M2>tj
l
• :
a
0
I
0	
_l
(<Ml ,M 2 >	 <M l ,M 20 M 3 >	 <M3,M4>J
{
0 0 a
0 0 1
I<Ml,M2>	 <M l ,M2 1 M 3 >	 {<M3>,<M4>,^3}}
4
¢ 0 l
0 0 1 J	
_
[<Ml' M 2 >	 <Ml,M2>	 {<M3,M4>,<M3>,<M4>,03})
1 1 *¢ * * ({<M >,<M > 1 0	 }	 (<M	 ,M >,<M	 ,M	 >,<M	 >,<M >,<M  	
^J
1	 2	 1	 1	 3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3>'o21- w	 dz	 G
1 0 1
_[{<Ml>,<M2>,^l}
	
{<Ml,M2",M3>, <Ml,M2 >}• 	{ <F,3,M4>,<M3>,<M4 >,03 }j 5¢ * *
0< 1 1
* •'
<M1,M2>	 {<Ml;M3>,<M2 , M3>,<Ml>,<M2>,<M3 >,02}.
	{<M3,M4 >,<M3>,<M4>,o3 }J
{¢ t
0 0
[<Ml,M2>	 <M l ,M 2 .M 3 >	 {<M2,M3>,<M2,M4>,<M2>,<M3>,<M4>,03}J
¢i
0 1
_
1
y
Table	 7
E	 ^
Preimages of K 3 of the Dedicated Processor Model
-
t
xc, Y-1(a) r. W x Yc
a 
j	 {i<M1,M 2 >	 <M 1 ,M2>	 SM2,M3,M4 >]	 x	 [*	 ^.^.).
1 U	 (I<M 1 ,M 2 >	 <l1 1 'M 2 >	 (<M2,M3>,<M2,M4>,<M2>}j
	 X	 (Q	 t.))
" -	 U	 ((<N1,M 2 >	 <M l ,M 2>	 (<M2,M3,M4>,<M2,M'3>,<M2,M4>,<M2>))
	
x	 (0	 #D
€
s al` (({,	 >,<M >,^ )	 {<M	 M	 M > <M	 M >}	 (<N	 M ,M >,<M ,M >,<m	 N > <M >})- x	 I o, t)1<Nl	 2	 1	 1'	 2'	 3	 1'	 2	 2'	 3	 3	 2'	 4	 2
U	 ([<Ml ,M 2 >	 (<Ml,M3>,<M2,M3>;,<Ml>,<M2>,<N3>42) 	 ,(<M2,M3,M4>,<M2,M3>,<M2,M4 >,<M2>)1 	 x:	 (O	 tj)
U	 ([<M	 ,N 2 >	 <Ml ,M2>	 <M 3' M4>1	 x	 (*	 tll
U	 ((<Ml'M2>	 <M l ,M 2 >	 [<M 3 >,<m 4 > ro  3} )	 x	 [0	 #I)
U	 ([<M1,M2>	 <Ml ,M 2 >	 (<M3,M4>,<M3 >,<M4>,03)1 	 x	 10	 t))
a	
'2 (<M	 M >	 <N ,M` >	 (<M ,M ,M >,<M ,M >,<M ,M ,>,<M M	 x	
[1..	 t7
1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 C
^
a 3 (({<5>,<M2>,tl}	 (<Ml'M2,M >,<m	 2-V4 {<M2.M3.M4>,<M2,M3>,<M2,M4>,<M2>})	 x	 [1	 t])j
.' ([<MlrM2>	 (<M1,M3>,<M2,M3>,<Ml>,<M2>SM3>,^2} 	 {<M 2 ,M3 ,M4>,cM:2 .M3>,<M2 ,M 4 >,<M2>}1	 x	 11	 tl)!
U	 ([<M1,M2 >	 <M l ,M2 >	 [<M3,M4>,<M3>,<M4>,@3})
	
x
	 11	 tll
^ 4 ; r`	 }	 [<M	 _ M >,<M	 M > - <M >,<M	 >'<m >,m	 }	 •')	 x	 [*	 t')}t= i<M
 
1>,<M2
	 '	 1	 1'	 '	 3'	 1	 2'	 3	 2
U([(<Ml>,<M2>,@i)	 ( <Ml,M2,M3>,< M^l,M2>) 	 (<M3',M4>, <M3>,<M4 >,m3})	 x	 (•	 t])
uC(<M	 ,M >	 (<M	 ,M >,<M	 ,M >,<M >,<M >,<M >,^ 	 )	 (<M	 ,M	 >,<M >,<M >,^	 ))	 x	 (*	 t))1	 2	 1	 Z	 3	 4	 3	 4	 3
U([<M1,M 2 >	 <M1,M 2 >	 (<M1,M3>,<M2,M3>.<M1>,<M2>,<M3>,O3)l
	
x	 (1
	 fl)
_	 Table :,9	 —
Preimages–of-Y for the–Dedicated Processor Model
K	 .
i
o i
_l
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3.5.7.2 y 1 for the Dedicated Group Processor Model
The derivation of the y-induced trajectory sets for the
_
dedicated.group processor model S 2
 is similar to the deriva-
^i
tion in Section 3.5.7.1 for the dedicated processor model.
The ^ ij K 3i	 1J 
are as follows:
.
`0 if w1=2
11 3(w)
^1 otherwise
f 0 of w e
	 [ 2	 *	 *]
litotherwise,
r0	 if w2	 c 4( 2 , 2 ),	 (2,1),	 (2,0)}
E12 K 3 (w) f1 otherwise
r0	 if w	 c	 [*	 { ( 2 , 2 ),	 ( 2 , 1 ),	 (2,0)}	 *)
= I `1 otherwise,
.{0	 if w3	 E: { ( 2 , 2 ),	 (2,1)`,	 (2,0), r
13 K 3 (w) (1, 2) ,	 ( l , l ) ,	 (1,0) 
} -	 A
I 11 otherwise,
^
(	 w0	 if	 e	 [*	 *	 {( 2 , 2 ),<	 ( 2 ,1),	 (2,0),
6
( 1 , 2 ),	 ( 1 ,1),	 (1,0)}I
r
( 1^ otherwise,
li
C21 K 3 (w) ¢	 '
M1„I
0	 if w 2	 e	 { ( 2 ,2), , ( 1 , 2 );,	 (0.2)
_ =
22K3 (w ) (2, 1) ,	 ( 1 , 1 ) ,	 (0,1)1   
_..-;i 1 otherwise
y
( 0
. 
if w- a	 [*	 { ( 2 , 2) ,	 (1, 2 ) ,	 (0,2)I (2,1)`,
	
(1, 1 ),	 ( 0 ,l)}	 *l
...
1 'otherwise,
i
t
I
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10	 if w3
	
e	 { ( 2 , 2 ),	 (1,2),	 (0,2)}
E23K3 (w)	 = 11 otherwise "
(0	 if w	 e	 [*	 *	 {(2,2),
	 (1,2),	 (0,2)}]
l otherwise.
The inverses (E _ K 3 )
1
-	 are as below:-
[2	 *	 *]	 if x11= 0 4
(E11K3)	 (x11) W0'11 *
	 *] if Xll 1' a
1 (x { ( 2 ,2),	 (2,1),	 (2,0)}
	 *]	 if	 xl2-0
K	 )	 )12 3	 12 [*	 {(1, 2) 	 ( 1 ,1),	 (1,0),
^,.	 ( 0 , 2 ),	 (0,1),	 (0,0)}	 *]	 if	 x12=11
I, { [*	 *	 {C2,2),	 (2,1),	 (2,0)-,,,
Ii {	 K	 )	 1(x	 )	 _13 3	 13 (12),	 (1,1),	 ( 1 , 0 )}]	if x	 °O13
[*	 *	 { ( O ,,2)^,	 (0,1),	 .(0,0)}]	 if	 x13=1,
21	 2.	 21
[*	 { C 2 , 2 ),	 ( 1 , 2 ) P 	 (Of-2),
(& 2 2K 3)	 1(XZ 2)	 _ (2,1),_ ( 1 ,1),	 (0,1)	 *]	 if x22=0
!	 * { C 2 , 0 ),	 C 1 , 0 ),	 (O,0)}	 *]	 if	 x	 =1_,[	 22
(23K3) - 1 (x23) _[* *	 {{2,2),	 (1,2),	 (0,2)}]	 if x	 -023-
{ M
C 2 , 0 ) ,	 C l , 0 ) ,
	 (010)']	if	 x23=1 .
3
Finally, as in the previous section, K3
-
1 and` y -1 for S2
were found.	 The-se are given in Tables 9 and 10 respectively.
k ^
'	 3.5.7.3	 y 1	 for the Gracefully Degrading Model
The capability ;function preimage sets for S 3.,; the, grace- .
fully degrading processor model, 'are derived in the same manner-
I
I
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x^ K-3(xc)	 c	 titi
d
0 0
0
t
(2	 {(2,2)/(2,1)}	 {(2,2),!2,1})J ;
¢ 0 0
_ 0
1j, ^1 2	 {(2,2),(2,1)}	 {(2,1),(2,0),(1,1),(1,0)) 10 - _ f
0 0 0
12	 (2,0)
	 {(2,2),(2,1),(2,0),(1,2),(1,1).(1/0)})
je
1 *-
1 Q 0
[(0,1)	 {(2,2),(2,1),(2,0)}	 {(2,2),(2,1),(2,0),(1,2),(1,1),(1,0) )1
f
0
1
0
[2	 {(1,2),(1,1),(1,0),(0, 2 )1!0,1),(0,0)}	 {(2.2),(2.1),12.0),(1/2),(1,1),(1.0)})
s
0 0'
[je
1] (2	 {(212)/(2,1)}	 (0,2)}
0 0
`S Y
` 0 0 1
12	 {(2,2),(2,1)}
	 {(0,1),(0,0)}1
0 1
0 0 1
(2	 (2,0)	 {(0,2),(0,1) 1 (010)1)
^ 1f
^ ((0,1)	 {((1.2).(111), (1, 0),(0,2),!0,1),(010)} 	 *1 ^^ * *
`
I 1
$ 1
1 0 1
1(0,1)	 {(2,2)/(2,1),(2,0))
	 {(0,2),(011),(0,0)}]
*
*
C 0 1 1
(2	 {((1, 2 ),(1,1),(1,0)8(0,2),(0,1),(0,0)}
	 {(0,2),(0,1),(0/0))1
y
0 0 *
(2	 {(2,2),(2,1))	 {(2,1),(1,1),(0,1),(2,0)-:(1/°0),(0,0))1
7
0 1
Table 9
Preimages of
	 K, of the Dedicated Group Processor Model
x y~1(a) c w/x Yc
a0 ([2	 ((2,2),(2,1)) ((2,2)`.(1.2)11	 x	 ['	 t))
U''([2 ((2,2),(2,1)Y	 ((2,1),(2,0),	 1,1),(1.0))l	 x	 (0	 ¢l)
U'([2 (2,0)	 ((2,2),(2,1),(2,0),(1,2),(1,1).(1,0))I
	
x	 10	 rl)
al ([[0,1) (2,0)
	 (-(2.2),(2, 1),(2,0),(1.2),(1,1).(1,0)11
	 x	 10	 fl)
U (12
	
1(1.2),(1,1).(1,0).(0,2).(0,1).(0,0)1 	 ((2,2),(2,1),(2,0),(1,2),(1.1),(1.0)11
	
x	 10	 t1)
u ([2	 ((2.2),(2,1)1	 21	 x	 [*	 fl)
u .([2 	 ((2,2),(2,1))	 01	 x	 [0	 fl)	
it
u ([2	 (2.0)	 ((0	 2),(0,1)	 (0.0)))	 x	 10	 41)
a 2 ,(2	 (2.0) ((2,2).121),(2,0),t1.2).l1,1).(1.0)11	 x	 11	 't)
a 3 (t(0.1) (2,0)	 ((2.2),{2 ► 1T.(2.0),(1.2 ► ,(1,1),(1.0)11	 x	 [1	 ^7)
U'([2 ((1,2),(1,1),(1,0),(0.2).(0.1),(0,0)) 	 ((2,2),(2,1)	 (2,0),(1,2),(1,1),(1,0)ll	 x.	 11	 *1)
U '([2 (2,0)	 ((0.2),(0.1).(0,0)11	 x	 [1	 R1)
1 a ([(0.1) 1(1,2),(1.1).(1,0),(0,2),(0,1).(0.0)) 	 *1	 x	 1*	 t1)	 ►^
U (((O,ll	 (2.0)	 [(0,2),(0,1),(0.0))1
	
x	 [:	 ;'l)
U ([2	 ((1,2),(1,1),(1,0),(0.2),(0,1),(0,-0)1 	 ((0,2).(0,1),(0,0)ll 	 x	 [*	 ^1)	 '
U ([2	 ((2,2)'.(2.1)1	 (11.2) ► (1.1).(1,0),(0.2),(0.1),'(O.Q)}1	 x	 111)
Table 10
x
l,
Preimages of Y for the Dedicated Group Processor Yodel
i
S
Ir ^•
t
r. if	 ^ Y	 Y	
:	 ^	 F	 ^	 ._
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x
as the sets for the other two models	 (Sections 3.5.7.1.2).
The1 j K 3 are below.
r
i0 if wl	 e	 {4,3,2}
11K 3(w) °' a
^1 otherwise
f0 if w E	 [{4,3,21	 *	 *J
Il l otherwise,
-}0
if w 2	 e	 {4,3,21
^12K 3 (w)
'1 otherwise
0 if w E	 [*	 {4,3,2}	 *]
M L1 otherwise,
10 if w 3 e	 {4,3,1}
13K 3 (W) -: q
1 otherwise {
I0 if w e	 (*	 {4,3,1}j
tl otherwise,
21K 3 (W) - ¢ i
r0,
if w 2	 e	
{4,3,1}
^ 22 K 3 (w) i
i1 otherwise
S0 if w E	 [*	 {4,3,1}	 *J
=j
ill otherwise,
l0 if 
w3e	
{4,3,2}
^23K3 (w) tl otherwise
(0 if W e	 [*	 {4,3,2}]
1 otherwise
From K3 the component inverses 	 (^i7K3)_1 can be derived:
i
F
K
_. 	 . ,C	 _  .	 .. M	 4{'FtYK	 1 -_	 Y.:3K...dw:^'	 MR+by^'r^^i^.i
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x C K-	 (w	 c w
0 0 0
[{4,3,2)	 {4, 3)	 {4,3})
r 0 0
0 0 0
x [{4,3.2}	 {4,3}	 1)
a 0 1
0 0 0
[{4,3,21
	
2	 {4,3, 1 }1¢ 1 * k
1 0 0
[{0,13
	 {4,3,2}	 {4,30})
0 1: 0_
1[4,3,2)	 {0,1}	 {4,3,1)l
0 0 1
{{4,3,21	 {4, 31 	 21 r	
-'
0
0 0 1
1[4,3,2}
	 f4,3)	 01
0 1
. i
F
0 _ 0
-
11
{[4,3,2)	 2	 {0,2}1 x;
I
H0,11<
	
{0,11	 r.l'
1
1 0 1
L 11011}
	
{4,3,2}	 {0.2})
rJ
0 1 1 _	 ^
;.
[{4,3,2}
	 {0,1}
	 {0,211
k
0 0
1{4,3,2)	 {4,3}	 {0,1})
¢ 0 1
I
Table 11
y Preimages of K3 of the Gracefully Degrading
{
I
Processor Model
xc Y-1(a) W x Yc
^i a0 ([{4,3,2}	 {4, 3}' {4,3}]	 x	 [* ¢])
u([{4,3,2} {4,31	 11	 x	 [0	 f])
u([{4,3,2} 2	 {4.3 . 1}1	 x	 [0	 fl)
i
ai ([{1,0}	 {4,3,2} {4,3,11]	 x	 [0	 f])
u([{4,,2} {1,0}	 {4,3,11]	 x [0_4])
u([{4,3,2} {,4,31	 21	 x	 [*	 fl)
u([{4,3,2} { 4,31	 0]	 x	 [0	 ¢])
u([{4,3.2} 2_	 {,2,0}]
	
x	 [0
	 fl)
a 2 [{4,3,2}	 2 {4,3,111	 x	 [ 1 l
a 3 ([{1,0}	 {4,3,2} {4,3,1}1	 x	 [1])
u({{4,3,2} {1,'0}	 {4,3,11]	 x [1	 fl)	 m
's u([{4,3,2} 2	 {2,01]	 x<	 [1	 fl)
a 4
([{1;,0}	 {1,01 *]	 x	 [*	 fl)
_u([{1,0} {4,3,2}	 {2,01]	 x'	 i*])
u([{4,'3,2} {1,0}	 {2,.01]
	
x-_	 [* ])
u([{4,3.2} {4,3}	 {1,011	 x	 [1 ^l)
{
P
Table 12
Preimages of Y for the Gracefully Degrading Processor Model
rr
i
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I
mission, and the probability of Category III weather at the
,
destination.
	 Section -3.5.8.2 gives the results of these calcu-
lations.
I •.
3.5.8.1.	 METAPHOR
To aid in the evaluation ,and analysis of performability,
we are developing a software, Package called METAPHOR (Michigan
Evaluation Aid for Perrhorriability; .
	
V;e envision METAPHOR
ultimatel y as a tool to be used at all stages of performability
analysis, from the definition of model levels and interlevel trans-
lations to the determination of y-induced-trajectory sets to the
evaluation of the probability of those sets.	 At present, only
a
the last function has been implemented.
-'	 Because of the design nature of constructing the model
-	 hierarchy, we believe METAPHOR must be an 'interactive facility.,
 language whichHence we are incorporatingInto METAPHOR  command lan l u
will enable the user to call desired functions, enter data, dis-
`
play results, and seek help or explanations of any function.
i	 Among the commands already implemented for computing the proba-'
I
bility of a trajectory set are the following:'
DATA
	
asks the user which input data he would,
like to see and then displays it
ALTER
	
asks the user which input data he would
like to alter and then performs the alteration
HELP	 when typed in 'response to a question,
METAPHOR replies with an explanation of
the question
f
CALC	 allows the user to utilize the APL calculator
mode
END	 exits METAPHOR.
I
y
iAt present, METAPHOR defaults to calculating the proba-
bility of trajectory sets.	 The user is queried for the number
of phases in the bottom model and the number of states in each
phase.	 Then the program asks for the transition matrix P of
i
each phase as well as the interphase transition matrix H between
each phase.	 (See Section 3.4.3 .)	 METAPHOR is capable of gen-
erating several classes of P matrices corresponding to various
I 'a
classes of Markov models. 	 The user need supply only the model
type, the failure rate of each module involved, and the lengthi
!	 of each phase.	 Alternatively, the user can enter the P matrices
I
directly.	 Currently,	 the H matrices must be entered directly.
Next, METAPHOR requests the number of basic variables as
i
i
i
well as their probabil i ties.	 At present, METAPHOR can handle
only a string of base variables each of which consists of
a	 single	 obserbation.
	 The user is then asked the number of
accomplishment levels	 and for each_ acco mplishment level 	 the;	 P	 ^	 P
user must input the number of array products used to describe
the corresponding tr a jectory set
	 -1 a	 The t rajectory sets mustP	 g	 J^	 Y	 Y	 C	 )•	 J	 Y
be disjoint;	 likewise,	 the 'array products must also b'e disjoint.
Finally, for each trajectory product array, the user must
;
supply the initial state vector I(0), the characteristic matrix G
for each phase, the characteristic vector F, and the basic variable 9
values.	 METAPHOR then calculates the probability of achieving
I	 each trajectory product array V`using the relation
MOM
k-1
Pr CV)
	
_	 I(0) IT
	
P(i)G(i)H(i) =P(k)F(k)
I
A
-1s1-
where k is the number ofphases and the product operation i
matrix multiplication.	 (See Section 3.4.3 .)	 The effect . of the
non-bottom level_ basic variables	 and their associated probabilities
are	 also	 taken into account by !IETAPHOR.
Throughout METAPHOR, extensive error checking is provided on
all inputs, to insure 'troth proper data types
	 (e.g., numeric _vs:
character	 or scaler vs, vector) as well as logical consistency
(e.g., probabilities summing to one).
	 Tf an error does occur, w
the user is prompted and the question-is asked again.
For this preliminary study of METAPHOR, the language APL[16]
was chosen for the prototype program because of its compactness-,
and array handling abi.lit,ies . _	 Once the feasability of the pro-
gram has been demonstrated, however, translating the package
into a faster and more portable language such as FORTRAN
may	 be	 desired.	 At present', METAPHOR contains,approximately R
t
fifty APL functions and about 700 lines of code., Also, internal
documentation is generous.	 External documentation, on the other
hand, is not as thoroughly developed.	 Because'of this and be-g	 _
cause METAPHOR is still in an earlydevelopmental state, we do
not include a listing, of the package in this report.	 Figure 13 t
shows the	 output	 for a run evaluating the performability of R
the gracefully degrading computer S 3 .	 The next section discusses
the input in more detail.' 	 During the next reporting period, we
intend to continue our efforts in developing METAPHOR.
1 3.5.8.2. Performability Results.
Using both the performability models constructed earlier in z
i
_
y
t
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METAPHOF,
VERSION 1
11/77
NUMBER OF PHASES?
D	 3
NUMBER OF STATES PER PHASE? 	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH 'UMBER)
q :	 5	 5	 5`
o
SPECIFY THE P MATRICES FOR EACH PHASE, 1 PHASE AT A'TIME -
PHASE 1:
	
_.
{
—WHAT TYPE OF P MATRIX?
^•	 2
ENTER PHASE LENGTH
0•	 2.5
ENTER COMPONENT FAILURE RATE
0 :	 0.0001
ENTER NUMBER OF GROUPS
ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS PER GROUP (SPACE BETWEEN EACH NUMBER):
0 • 	4
PHASE 2:
WHAT TYPE OF P MATRIX?
0:	 2
ENTER PHASE LENGTH
D:	 2. _5
ENTER COMPONENT FAILURE RATE
0.10001
ENTER NUMBER OF GROUPS
0:	 1
ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS PER GROUP (SPACE BETWEEN EACH NUMBER):
0.	 4
PHASE 3:
i
WHAT TYPE OF P MATRIX?
0:	 2
ENTER PHASE LENGTH
0 •	 2.5
9
ENTER COMPONENT FAILURE RATE
0.0001
FIGURE 13.
SAMPLE SESSION WITH METAPHOR
^T
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ENTER NUMBER OF GROUPS-
ENTER NUMBER OF COMPONENTS PER GROUP
	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH NUMBER):
q ;	 4
i
a
ENTER THE H MATRICES FOR EACH PHASE, 1 PHASE AT A TIME
i
PHASE 1:
y
j
ROW 1:
0: 1 1 0	 0	 0	 0
' RO^ 2: sa
G: 0 1	 0	 0	 0
ROW	 3 :--
q :	 0' 0	 1	 0	 0
ROW 4:
i D:	 0 0	 0	 1	 0
ROW 5:
0:	 0 0	 0	 0	 1
PHASE; 2:
ROW 1:j Q: 1	 1 0	 0	 0 	 0
ROW 2:
D: i
	
o ' 0	 0	 0
^	 ROW 3
D:	 0 0	 1	 0	 0
ROW 4':
0	 0 0	 0	 1	 U
ROW 5: Iq :	 0' 0	 0	 0	 1
NUMBER OF CONSTANT BASIC VARIABLES?
PROBABILITIES OF EACH CONSTANT VARIABLE? 	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH NUMBER)
D:	 0.0019
NUMBER OF ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVELS?`
D	
5
ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL 0
NUMBER OF 'TRAJECTORY SETS FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL?
	 -•
f	 q :	 3
TRAJECTORY- SET -1
ENTER, THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
D:	 1 0	 0	 0	 0
PHASE 3: t
"I
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE -BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
t FIGURE 13 (CONT)
f SAMPLE SESSION WITH METAPHOR
}
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C:	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2;
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
q :	 1 1 0	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): z
1 1 0	 0	 0
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 2
TRAJECTORY SET 2
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2: a
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1 0	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):`
q :	 0 0 . 0	 1	 0
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0
TRAJECTORY< SET 3
ENTkA' TH-E I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 0 0.	 0	 0
PHASE, 1: y	 ,
I	
•ENTER THE rmDIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACHG 	 	 (	 	  	 .ENTRY): i	 ,—
0:	 1 1 1	 0	 0 a
PHASE 2; - -
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): y
C:	 0 0 1	 0	 0
- ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACEBETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0.	 1 1 0,	 1	 0
ENTER THE BASIC`_ VARIABLE VECTOR 	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH E:NTRY);
0
ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL 1
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY SETS FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL? 5
0	 5
TRAJECTORY SET 1
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): t
0.	 1 0 0 	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY.—):
0:	 0 0 0	 1	 1	 -
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 1 1	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 1 0	 1	 0
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
FIGURE 13 (CONT)
SAMPLE SESSION WITH METAPHOR
fi
.emu
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0
TRAJECTORY SET '2
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G-DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0 0 0	 1	 1 -t
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 1 0	 1	 0
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR 	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0
x
TRAJECTORY SET 3
I	 ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY);
q :	 1 0 0	 0:	 0
PHASE 1:
y
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0e	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): -x
0: "	 1 1 0	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY); {
0 0 1	 p	 p
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
q .	 2
J
TRAJECTORY SET 4
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):0:	
1 0
0	 0	
0
j PHASE '1
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2;
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 1 0	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):q ;	 0
0
0	 0	 1
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
a
I 0:	 0
TRAJECTORY SET 5
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 0, 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE &--DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): -i	 0;	
1 1
-
1	 0	
0
PHASE 2
ENTER-THE G`DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
q :	 0 0 1	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
f	 q ^	 0 0 1	 0	 1
FIGURE 1.3	 (CONT)`
I
SAMPLE SESSION _WITH METAPHOR
.r ^l
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ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0
ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL 2
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY SETS FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL?
0:	 1
TRAJECTORY SE'T 1
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY)-;
0:_	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1;
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY); n
0:	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE.BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0 0 1	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR ,(SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1 0
	 1	 0ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1
ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL 3
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY SETS FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL?
0:	 3
TRAJECTORY BET 1
ENTER THE -I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 0 0	 0	 0
s
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0 0 0	 1	 1
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1_ 1 1	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1 0	 1	 0
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR
	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0 •	 1  A
TRAJECTORY 'SET °2 t	 <i
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2: i
EN TER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0:	 0 0 0	 1	 1
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH:ENTRY):
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
=
I	 TRAJECTORY SET 3
ENTER THE I. VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
FIGURE 13 (CONT)
SAMPLE SESSION WITH METAPHOR
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j	 0:	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE'G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN 'EACH ENTRY):C'	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPAC.E BETWEEN-EACH ENTRY);.
C .	 0 0 : 1	 0'-	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):"
0:	 0 0 -1 0	 1
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR 	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): {1
ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL 4
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORY SETS FOR THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVEL?
0-	 4
TRAJECTORY SET 1 x
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
-
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE—BETWEEN—EACH ENTRY): d
0	 0 0 4	 1	 1
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
q :i	 0 0 0	 1	 1	 - 4
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): ,
_,	 ^;	 1 1 1	 1	 1 ^
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
2
y ,	 TRAJECTORY SET 2
!	 ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH. ENT.tY): {I	 0;,	 0 0 0	 1	 1
PH RASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
G	 1 1 1	 0	 0
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0	 0 0 1	 0	 1
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR
	
(SPACE BETWEEN ,EACH ENTRY):
q •	 2
TRAJECTORY SET 3
ENTER THE I VECTOR	 (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): -----7--.-'
0:	 1 0 0	 0	 0
PHASE 1:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):`.
Q.	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
0::
	
^ 0 0	 1	 1
ENTER
I
THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
r-
-.
FIGURE 13 (CONT)
SAMPLE SESSION WITH METAPHOR
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[! :	 0 0 1	 0	 .!	 1
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE VECTOR 	 (SPACE BETWE'EN,EACH ENTRY):
q :	 2
TRAJECTORY SET 4
ENTER THE I VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENThYY-
C:	 1 0 0	 0	 0 ::
PHASE 1: 1
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL—(SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
p	 1 1 1	 0	 0
PHASE 2:
ENTER THE G DIAGONAL (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):
ENTER THE F VECTOR (SPACE BETWEEN EACH ENTRY): I
0 0 0	 1_	 1 1
ENTER THE BASIC VARIABLE, VECTOR
	 (SPACE` BETWEEN EACH ENTRY):`	 x
Q
PERFOAMABILITY FOR THIS MISSION = 0.9999966309
	 1.873257051E 6
7.471727544E- 10
	
1.494594808E-6	 4.983160269E"10 Y
END
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this section as well as METAPHOR, the performabilitie 's of Sl , S2,
and _S 3
 in several environments were determined.
	 The environments
v	 and performability results are described below.
Two user environments were considered.
	 The first was a mod-
erately long flight of 5.5 hours from Washington, D.G. to Los
Angeles, California, while the second was a short flight of 1.0
hour from Washington, D.C. to the J.F. Kennedy Airport in New York. a
The probability of Category III weather in Los Angeles was assumed
1
to be 0.01 ;9, and for New York,	 it was assumed to be 0.011.	 (These !
robabilities are from Table 16 of 	 17p	 j	 ].)'	 In .addition,
	
it was /^
supposed that three types of processor modules were available
ffi
I
r ^
with failure rates of 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001 failures/hour
Y	 respectively, but identical in all other . regards.	 (Of course a
y	 different ;cost will be associated with each type of module, the
least ' reliable one being the cheapest.)
For the Los Angeles flight, phase 1 is 2.5 hours,, phase 2 is j
2.5 hours, _ and phase 3 is 0.5 hours. 	 The New York flight has
corresponding phase lengths of 1/3, 1/3, and 1/3 hours. 	 The
landing phase of the New York flight , is shorter because we assume
the ,Neva York plane flies at -a lower altitude than the Los Angeles
plane due to the shorter trip. 	 _	 -
.
=	 Figure 13 shows a sample session with METAPHOR used to deter-
--	 --
^
mine the performablity in the Los Angeles flight environment crf
µ ( S 13 	modules with a failure rate of 0.001 failures /hour.	 In
^44
	
the session, the-.analyst-first tells METAPHOR that there are 3
phases in the mission with 5 states in each phase. 	 In phase 1
the P matrix is of type '2.	 This` is one of the types of P matricesi
__.r,.^_ .	
_	
_
_.	 ..	 _	 •	 .	
..	 a	 -_t_	 .
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which METAPHOR will automatically generate if the 'proper para-
meters are input.
	
Type 2 signifies a system with m groups -of'n
components each.	 Every group has a transition diagram of the -
form
nG i
n X
n-lp
' 	 (n-1) a
n-2V
(n-2)X
01
4
where the state name is the 'number of surviving components in
the group.	 For S 3 1 there is 1 group with 4 processors.	 The failure
rate of the processors is input as 0.0001 failures/hour while the
phase length (for phase l) is given to be 2.5 hours. 	 Similar {
information is presented to METAPHOR for°phases 2 and 3.
Next, the.analyst informs METAPHOR that the H matrices are
a
the 5 x S identity matrices, that the single non-bottom level,,
basic variable is constant "and has probability 0.019, and that _:.S '
accomplishment levels are to be evaluated. 	 For accomplishment_
level " 0-, METAPHOR is told that there are 3 trajectory sets :, and
the analyst inputs each set by first entering the I vector, then
the main" diagonal of the characteristic (G) matrix for phases 1'
Ii
f	 and 2, the characteristic (F) vector, and the condition of the
i
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weather variable.	 0 means non-Category III weather,
1 denotes Category II,I weather, and 2 signifies either
0 or l	 (i.e., a "don't care").	 METAPHOR calculates the perform-
ability "on the fly", i.e., METAPHOR does the necessary calcula-
tions on the data as it	 is input and then discards the data it
will no longer require.	 Once the aa.lyst has completed entering
all the trajectory sets for each accomplishment level, METAPHOR
prints the performability.
METAPHOR was used to evaluate the three models Sl, S2 9 and 5
S 3 for each of the failure rates in both user environments.
	 The
results of these computations axe in Table 13.
	 Employing bar
graphs, Figure 14 compares the performability of each processor
and environment vis-a-vis the processor module failure rate. 4
4	
Because of the wide range in magnitude of the probabilities, a
logarithmic axis was used.	 For accomplishment levels'a 1
 through
a4 9 the axis is labeled in increments of 10
-1
, while for a 0 , the
x
axis is labeled in terms of "n V s." 	 This phrase denotes 1 - 10-n;
for example,	 S 9's	 0.9999	 3 9 1 s = V999.
As is to be expected, the gracefully degrading processor
model, S 3 , has a higher probability of accomplis='i,air`. 	 aG anc	 lower
probabilities of achieving al through a4
 than tf.w, tatter two pro,- 4
cessor models.	 Consider however the interesting "
,
 results regarding
Shand S 2 .	 In particular, note that the probability of a crash,
is	 reater for the dedicated group procsoodel S 21 whilea 40	 g	 processor m
the values for a 0 are the same.	 This outcome is somewhat surprising
since S2 has some form of reconfiguration and so seemingly ;should,
be more reliable.
	 However, examination of the entire performability
spectrum reveals the reasons for this discrepancy.
	 Note that for
1
Mission
Enviornment
Computer
Model
Module
Failure
Rate
(failures
er hour)
Accomplishrent Levels
a0	 al 32 a3 a4
0.001 0.997 3.4 -x 10- 6.6 x 10 3.3 x 10-4 1.7 x l0
5 1 0.0001 0.9997 3.4 x'10-5 6.6 x 10- 5 3.3 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-4
0..00001 0.99997 3.4 x 10-6 6.6 x 10-6 3.3 x 10-6 4.7 x 10-5
0.001 0.997 7.4 x 10-6 4.4 x 10-7 6.6 x 10-4 2.6 x 10- 3
Washington., D. C.
to S2 0.0001 0.9997 7.3 x 10
-7
4.4 x 10
-9
6.6
_
x 10 5 2.6 x 10-4
New York (JFK)
- 0.00001 0.99997 7.'3'x 10-8 4.4 x 10 -11 6.6 x 10 6 2.5 x 10-5
8	 =; 0.011!
0.001 0.999994 3.4 x 10-6 1.8 x 10-9 2.6 x 10 6 1.2 x 10_g
S3 0.0001 0.99999994 3.4 x 10-8 1.8 x 10-12 2.6 x 10-8 1.2 x 10-12
0.00001 0.9999999994 3.4 x 10-10 1.8 x 10-15 2.6 x 10-10 1.2 x 10 15
i
tl 0.001 0.98 5.4 x'10
-4
4.8 x 10-3 2.4 x 10- 3 8.4 x 10-3
S1 0.0001 0.998 5.5 x 10-5 4.9 x 10-4 2.5 x 10-4 8.5 x
N
10-4
0.00001 0.9998 5.5 x 10_
6
4.9 x 10 5 2.5 x'10	 5 8.5 x 10-5
0.001 0.,98 9.4 x 10-5 1.2 x 1.0-5 4.9 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-2
Washington, D. C.
to S2 0.0001 0.998 9.5 x 10
-g
1.2 x 10-7 4.9 x 10
-4
1.2 x 10-3
Los Angelesj 0.00001 0.9998 9.5 x 10
-7
1.2 x 10- 9 4.9 x 10-5 1.3 x 10-4
B a 0.019' ^---
0.001 0.9998 3.4 x 10
-g
1.4 x 10-7 1.5 x 10
-4
7.8 x 10-8
S3' 0.0001 0.999998 3.4 x 10-7 1.5 x 10-10 1.5 x 10-6 7.8 x 10-11`
0.00001 0.99999998 3.4 x 10 9 1,5 x 10-13 1 5 x 10
-8	
! 7.8 x 10-14
Sable 13
Performability for Sl, S2. and S3 . Modules
- have three failure rites, and two mission cnviornments . ?re considered:.
E _ Pr(Category III weather at initiation of landing).
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i b) Processor Module Failure Rate = 0.0001 failures/hour
i Washington, D. C. to New York Mission	 j
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c) Processor Module Failure Rate = '0.00001 failures/bout
Washington, D. C. to New York Mission
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d)	 Processor Module Failure Rate = 0.001 failures/hour
7 Washington,, D.	 C. to Los tingles Nission
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f) Processor Module Failure Rate	 0.00001 failures/hour'
Washington, D. C. to Los Angles Mission
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S2 1 the probability of the high fuel consumption achievement, al,
is about anorder of magnitude lower than for S •g	 1,	 similarly, the _
probability of the diversion achievement is usually several orders
of magnitude lower. 	 Thus, the reconfiguration and diversion
policies associated with S 2
 have decreased the chances of either
diverting or hawing poor fuel consumption, but have done so at
the expense of increasing the probability of crashing.
	
If a
suitable worth function W S (seeSection 3.1.1) were provided, the
worth of each system in each environment could be' calculated.
Within the example given in this section we `can plainly see
the advantages of performability'analysis over traditional reliability
analysis.	 Reliability results indicate the probability of "success"
or "failure" with resuect to some set of , success criteria, but do
'	 not as succinctly reflect the performance of the system. 	 For
example, a traditional reliability analysis of the mission in this
section might have determined the probability that 2 o the 4
processors were still working at the end of the mission, 	 Using
more sophisticated methods such as the phasing techniques of
Esary and Ziehms	 [8J would have improved the reliability analysis.
However, the performability analysis demonstrated in this section
Ir	 -	 ate behavioreneal relations between stategcan accomodate even mo e y
and performance than those treated by traditional phasing techniques.
In particular, the analysis-is able to treat levels of system
performance which cannot be formulated in terms of per-phase structure iy	 i
functions or per-phase sets of "success states."
For instance, consider S 3 and suppose phase `3 has state 4
and the weather is not Category III.	 Then from Table 12, the
i
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